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UM Fa ce s
Dis cri mi na tio n
De cis ion
By DA VID HAGELI N
State Capital Bureau
JEFFER SON CITY - The
Universi ty system and seven
oth er publi c coll eges and
uni ve rsiti es in Missouri ar e
awaiting
wo rd
from
Washington, D.C., on wheth er
th eir prog r ams viol ate th e Vi ci l
Ri ght s Act of 1964.
.
of federal financial aid cannot
discrimin ate on the basis of
race, color or national origin in
their program s,
M issour i is one of eight states
whose systems are being
reviewed by the Departm ent of
Health, Education and Welfare
because the states operated
separate schools for black and
white students before the U.S.
Supreme
Court
outlawed
segregation in 1954.
Bruce
Robertson,
state
commISSIOner
of
higher
education, said he doubts HEW
will request the state to make
any significa nt changes in its
educational system to comply
with the law.
Robertson said, "Areas that
maybe will have to be dealt with
are staff and faculty recruitment of blacks, and student
areas, " such as retention of
black students .
" Missouri 's main interest is
in add reSSing a discr im inati on
problem if there is a
problem ," Robertson said.
Missouri has desegregated

" rather readily ," he said.
" Most black;, are educated at
institutio ns
that
were
tradition ally white. We don't
have the imbalance of black to
white students at our schools
that the South has."
HEW 's regional Office of
Civil Rights in Kansas City sent
investiga tive teams to the
state's institutions last winter
and sprin g, said Lorett a Elliott,
director of research
and
planning for the Department of
Higher Education.
The teams looked at student
recruitm ent
practices ,
admissions procedures, financial
aid programs, counseling and
tutoring, remedial progra ms,
faculty and staff employ ment
procedures and academic and
athletic program s generally ,
Mrs. Elliott said.
She said she is not sure what
guidelines HEW will provide for
Missouri or the other states
currently under review if they
are found in vio lati on of th e 1964
l aw.
had dual systems of education
in the late 1960s according to
enrollme nt statistics , were
reviewed as a result of a lawsuit
filed against HEW by the
NAACP in 1970. The states had
to submit statewide plans for
desegregation
of
higher
education within a specific
period of time. So far, fi ve of
them have submitted acceptable plans.

UPE's Co mp ute r Science Ca ree r Da y
Room in M-CS Buildi ng
Tomorro w.
Friday,
Sept ember 21, Upsilon Pi
Ep silon will sponsor a
" Career Day." To th e right
is a schedul e of th e com ·
panies that will be participating in this event. All
of th e present ation s will be
held in rooms on th e second
floor of th e Math ·Comput er
Science Bu i ld ing.
Tw ent y comp anies are
invol ve d in th is event with
ea ch on e present in g three
half·hour sessions during
th e day . Th ese p esen·
tat ion s will inclu de severa l
of the gian ts of th e data
proceSSi ng fi eld : I BM .
I\1cAut o. Bell L abs, rDr
,l nd Burroughs
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THURSDAY

TUESDAY

ETAKAPPANU
There will be a Smoker for all prospective pledges Thursday, Sept.
20 at 7:00 in Room 104EE. Dress is semi· formal.
There will be a general business mt. before the Smoker, for all
actives, in Room 105EE at 6:30 p.m .

S_M.E.
The Society of Mining Engineers will have a meeting Tue ., Sept. 25,
at 7:30 p.m . Room 107, Mining Building . The speaker will be Ralph
Dawson of Dupont Explosives Division .
CHI EPSILON
On Tuesday, September 25 at 4:30 p.o," in room 117 of the Civil
E.ngineering Building , Chi Epsilon , National Civil Engineering Honor
Fraternity, will have a general membership meeting. All members
and pledges are urged to attend .
S.W_E.
The Society of Women Engineers will meet at 6: IS p.m., Tuesday ,
September 25, in the Mark Twain Room of the University Center East.
Resumes are due at this time. The meeting will include a campus
speaker, new memberships, group wnrk, and refreshments.
PSI CHI
The UMR Chapter of Psi Chi , the National Honor Society for
Psychology, invites YOU to come to a short meeting on Tuesday, Sept.
25 , 6:30 p.m. in Room G-7, H-SS Building . An invitation is also extended to the psychology faculty . All members please come . Refresh ments will be served.

GDIMEETING
GDI is having a General Membership Meeting Thurs ., Sept. 20, in
the C.E . Auditorium , room 144 at 7:00 p.m . Mem~erships will be sold,
and reservations for the Sept. 29 float trip will be taken.
M-CLUB
The M-Club will meet at its bi-weekty meeti ng Th ursday, Sept. 20 at
7:00 in Room 121 ME. Membership dues at $2 .00 will be colll'cted.
Refreshments will be served .

FRIDAY'
UPE SPONSORING "CAREER DA Y"
The computer science honorary , Upsilon Pi Epsilon is sponsoring a
" Career Day" on Friday , September 21 from 9 a.m . to 4 p.m. Twenty
companies will be participating . Each company has three half-hour
sessions in which to give presentations on their company, its computerized activities and needs . In addition to the presentation all of
the companies will have booths set up in the St. Pat 's Ballroom . All
computer science majors are encouraged to attend these sessions or
drop by St. Pat 's in order to gain information fro m companies without
the atmosphere of an interview.
On Thursday, Sept. 20 UPE members and the compu ter science
faculty are invited to an informa l gathering with the companies
representatives. This wi ll be held at the St. Pat's ballroom from 8 p.m.
to 10p.m.
GDIDANCE
GDI will be having a dance Fri., Sept. 21, strarti ng at 9:00 at Ihe
Lions Club Den. Your favorit e beverage will be avai lab le .

SUNDAY
PORK STEAK BBQ
Sunday, September 23 , TKE will sponsor a pork stea k barbeque on
the patio all l07 State St. next door to Cam pus Police. For three bucks
you get a steak, potato salad, pork and beans, and bread and butter .
Served from 3:3C1-7:00 p.m .

SEPTEMBERFEST
Tomorrow
2:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Lion's Club Park

WED~U~DAY

The Ameri can SOCiety of Merchanical Engineers will hold a
meeting at 7:00 p.m. Wednesday, September 26. The guest speaker
will be Mr. Tim Tierney from Climate Engineering Corporation in St.
Louis, Missouri. The topiC of discussion will be on " How to Conserve
Energy and Dollars" . The meeting will be held in room 104 of the
Mechanical Engineering building . Everyone is invited and refresh ments will be served after the meeting.
A.S.C_E _
On Wednesday, September 26 at 7:00 p.m . in room 114 of the Civil
Engineering Building, the American Society of Civil Engineers will"
have a meeting. The guest speaker will be Mr. Robert F. Wich who
will be speaking on the Clarence Cannon Dam site . Refreshments will
be served after the meeting, and a door prize will be given away .
Memberships are still available and can be obtained at the meeting.
Everyone is invited to attenii'o MEETING
The next regular meeting of Alpha Phi Omega will be on Wednesday , September 26,1979. at 7:00 p.m . in the Mark Twain Room .

NODAY

THETA TAU INTERVIEWS
The Professional Engineering fraternity Theta Tau Omega is now
accepting applications for interviews into the organization . Students
who wish to apply must be in an engineering curriculum and have a
minimum of 50 credit hours. Applications are behind the Candy
Counter and are due by Noon on Tuesday , Sept. 25 . Inteviews are Wed .
night, Sept. 26 .
NEl!:D MONEY?
Any campus organization that is unable to support itself or is
needing money to get started is eligible for financial assistance from
the Student Council. Applications may be obtained now through
September 21 at the Student Council office, Room 202, Old Student
Union.

Shuttle Bus will run from the Student Un ion
every half hour from 1 :30
Live Music: "Rodd Hogg"

Frisbee Contest

ON

MissOC1RiMineR
The MISSOURI MINER 11 lb. olllcial pubUcation of lb. ,'udenll of lb.
UnJ ••n lly of Mluourial RoUa . It 11 publl&bed .. eekly al RoUa, Mluouri. 1'b<
MISSOURI MINER f.. 1Ura acUvltl.. of lb. Itud'nlland facully of UMR.
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Student loans Delinquet
By Campus Digest New Service
Delinquent student loans are
the cause of growing concern in
Washington D.C.
More and more college
students are refusing to pay
back
government
loans
borrowed to attend college.
These defaults have resulted in
the loss of millions of dollars for
government programs. One
program
figures
800,000
defaults involving $700 million .
Officials are starting to crack
down on non-payers despite
angry parents and student
groups . Deputy U.S. com-

missioner of education Leo L.
Kornfeld , intends to make the
default rate drop during the
Carter
Administration.
" President Carter has said the
default rate will drop d~ring his
admInistratIOn, and we II make
it drop, " insists Kornfeld .
.
PrIvate collectIOn agencies
have been hired by the
Department
of
Health,
Education, and Welfare to track
down non-payers and the
delinquent
college-loan
students.
HEW is also threatening to
cut federal aid to some colleges
if the schools don 't improve
their system
for cutting

defaults.
Individual states are putting
on the heat with telephone calls
to the former students and
parents ; through lawsuits ; and
by withholdin g pa rt of the
borrower's pay if the former
student is a state employee. The
Oregon legislature has even
authorized withholding rebates
on rent and on refunds on state
income taxes.
Offici als on state and national
levels insist that all this trouble
is pay ing off and the state of
New Jersey is sure of it. Last
fall , when the state made public
the names and addresses of 582

defaulters, they were swarmed
with telephone calls from
embarrassed
parents
and
students. Some former students
even called in to promise quick
payment if their names would
be withheld.
Of course all this publicity is
causing a lot of dissent among
some student groups which
claim the government has no
business to " hound " graduates
just starting jobs . They reason
that most borrowers do pay
back their loans and that the
government is being unjust to
give former students a bad
time.

New Law Affects
Standard Tests
Campus Digest News Service
How would you like to receive
graded results of any standardized admissions test that
you have taken? From Jan . I,
students in New York who take
such tests would be able to
request copies of their correctanswer sheets and their graded
results .
These are stipulations of a
bill, signed by New York's Gov.
High Carey, which would open
college entrance examinations
to public scrutiny. The law
requires colleges to file all tests
and correct-answer sheets with
the State Commissioner of
Education within 30 days after
the results are released. Public
record would also be kept of all
background
reports
and
statistical data of the tests.
The laws' national impact is
still unclear, but already administrators of the New·Medica
College Administration Test
(M .C.A.T.) and the Dental
Admission Testing Program
announced in July that their
tests would not be given in New
York after Jan. I. This decision
would affect about 5,000
prospective medical students
and 1,000 prospective dental
students who each year write
the test in New York .
Steve Solomon, coordinator of
the truth-in-testing campaign
for the New York Public interest
Research
Group,
believes that a nationwide
movement will follow New
York's example. Already, indiana, Maryland and Texas are
thinking of passing sim i1ar
laws. in California, legislation
allows the public to see test
samples similar to given tests
but does not require the
publication tests and answers
after the tests are given.
"The fact that so many states
are considering legislation
indicates that many students
and parents are concerned
about the lack of information,"
said Solomon .
Gov. Carey said, when he
signed the bill, " It mllst be
emphasized
that
all
examinations of this type are
imprecise and open to potential
misinterpretation and misuse.
Despite the caveats of test
developers and administr _tors,
a temptation remains to rely too
hea"i1y on test results as the
snle determinant of acceptance.
Further public discussion of the
uses and abuses of testing
seems highly desirable . This
bill will provide an opportunity
for this to occur in a reasoned
and intelligent fa shion ."

Solomon said, " Students have
to
the
basic
right
review the criteria which are
being used to evaluate their
ability . The law will enable
stuenls to see which questions
they got wrong, to check their
areas of weakness and learn
from their mistakes."
" in addition , it willlieip them
to notice scoring mistakes by
disclosing their answers along
with the correct answers. "
Solomon believes that the
quality of tests will improve
with public scrutiny of testing
procedures.
He said that independent
scrutiny is important since
there can be disagreement
about the right answer. "For
instance, in one case, where
questions were released in 1973
after a multi-bar examination,
law professors were found to
disagree on 25 percent of the
correct answers. "
But such scrutiny " will lead
to greater misunderstanding
and misinterpretation of test
results"
said
Richard
Ferguson, vice-president for
research and development at
the American College Testing
Program .
Some officials fear, too, that
the law would make it difficult
to maintain high standards in
testing. John A.D. Dooper,
president of the Association of
American Medical Colleges
said, "There is a limit to the
number of relevant questions
that can be used in the M.C.A.T.
President of the American
Dental Association, Joseph P .
Cappuccio, agreed with Cooper.
He said, "It would be nearly
impossible to develop new test s
each time, particularly in the
perceptual test area which
assesses a student's ability to
perform fine manual work ."
."It is not easy to write a good
test. They can't be slapped
together,"
said
Robert
Moulthrop, director of the information division of the
Educational Testing Service,
the country's largest testing
organization which lobbied
heavily against the New York
bill.
Malthrop
believes
that
developing new tests for each
administration would escalate
the cost of testing fees . Solomon
said E.T.S. could absorb the
additional expense within its 22to-26 percent profit margin but
Moulthrop replied that the
service's profit margin is actually lower and would not
absorb the cost of developin g
new tests .
( Continued on pg. 4)

On Tuesday, September 18, Missouri Industry Day was held at UMR's Multi-Purpose
Building . Over 60 companies which do business in the state of Missouri participated in this
annual event, Many companies which attended had elaborate displays which demonstrated their products and services, and indicated the employment opportunities they
offer.
( Photos by Fa rley, Schaeffer)

Econ Electives Cover
Pratical Analysis
By KAREN DOWNER
Do you read "The Wall Street
Journal"? Do you understand
the principle of supply and
demand? Do you know what
causes inflation? Do you want to
know how to use money wisely?
If you answered no to the first
three questions, but yes to the
last, you need to register for an
Economics class. Even if you
took the required introductory
class already , you may still
benefit from some upper-level
courses. According to William
Desvousges~ if you don 't really
understand economic 's principles, you should put them to
use in a practical class that· is
geared to engineering students,
and you'll benefit from the

different perspective.
The Economics department
offers as electives: Energy
Economics , Environment
Economics,
Mineral
Economics, Government and
Business , and Institutional
Problems . While these are
upper-level ,
the
only
prerequisite is a "Principles of
Economics" course. A new
course will be offered in the
spring semester : Cost-Benefit
Analysis . These are courses
that consider economics concepts with emphasis on the
problems of engineering and
society : Going bey.ond just
monetary cost. An example
would be the proposed
Meramec Dam Project that
brought up such questions as

the value 'Of recreation versus
the value of the natural wildlife
area.
A technical minor is available
to any student who takes 15
hours of Economics. This would
be a great asset to anyone in the
engineering program. Another
minor is in the planning stages ;
one that is geared toward
students who wish to earn their
Master
of
Business
Administra tion degree.
Already, the two intermediate
macro-micro
economics
courses are accepted for
graduate credit at many other
universities . Desvousges stated
that a M.B.A. is "almost a
requirement now" to reach a
management position.
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College Sfuden'f Eligible
For SMP Program
College students can now be
members of the Arm y National
Guard of the Arm y Reserve ,
enroll in military science and be
paid for both. The simultaneous
membership program (SMP )
recently approved by thc
Department of the Army is a
voluntary
officer
training
program that permits eligible
enlisted personnel assigned to a
unit of the Army National
Guard ( ARNG) or US Army
Reserve (uSAR ) to enter the
advanced course of the Army
ROTC Program . PartiCipants
in this program will attend the
monthly meetings of their
USAR or ARNG units as officer
trainees, and be paid in the
grade and years of service
attained, but not less than the
grade of E·5. Participants will
also receive ROTC training for
which they will be paid a subsistence allowance or $100 per

New windows are being installed in the Chemistry building
as a part of the renovation of the building. The $875,000
appropriation also includes new plumbing.
( Photo by Schaeffer)
( Cont . from pg. 3)
An E .T .S. study shows that
about 5 percent of the testtaker 's fee pays for test
development. To offset the
increased cost of ' revising
examinations, Moulthrop said
that the service would have to
reduce the amount of times it
administers tests .
He added that the E .T .S. can
currently re-use questions for
as much as 20 tests because
they are kept secure. "But 20
new tests a year - I don't think
that is possible," he said.
If testing services give the
same examinations in New
York that they give nationally,
a test-taker anywhere in the
country can request a copy of
the questions and answers from
the New York public records.
A spokesman for the E .T .S.
said, " It is possible that tht.
tests in New York will not be
given elsewhere and will' be
equated differentl y."
Still, the American College
Testing Program, among other

examination services, is now
debating whether it should just
restrict, or offer no tests at all
in New York .
Tests given by both the E .T.S.
and the A.C.T.P. would be affected by the new law. Some of
those tests are the Scholastic
Aptitude Test, the Graduate
Record Examination, the Law
School Admission Test, the
Medical College Admission
Test, and the Dental Admission
Tei ting Program .

COLLEGE REP
WANTED
to distribute "Student
Rate" subscription cards
at this campus. Good income, no selling involved.
For information and ap·
plication write to:
TIME INC.
College Bureau
3223 Ernst St.
FranklillPark,lL 60131

DEMOLITION DERBY

Sunday, Sept. 16 & 30-2:00 p.m.
(Special Powder Puff Derby Sept. 30)

JOGGING MARATHON
(Trophies Awarded)

Saturday, Sept. 29, 9:00 a.m.
Entry $2

BOWLING
Have Opening For 6-5 Men Teams On
Tuesday Nights At 7 P _M.
Men; Women or Mixed
For Information Call: George Cornick

ABC Bowling Lanes
Downtown Rollo

364 -2 121

Home : 364-3372

duty for a three year period .
Persons interested in or
desiring
more
information
about this program should
contact their nearest army
National Guard or Army
Reserve unit or the Professor of
Military
Scienc~
at
the
University of Missouri-Rolla.
(314) 341-4741 or 4744.

month for up to 20 months. On
completion
of
the
ROTC
program, SMP participants will
be commissioned in the USAR
and assigned to either a USAR
or ARNGUS unit pending
graduation from college ... Upon
graduation these officers will be
considered for regular army
appointment or call to active

·
e
I

..
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Scrumpdillyishus
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NFL DRINK CUPS

59~

Fill Th e m Up With A
Soft Drink, Mr. Misty,
lemonade or Teo

Open Daily From
10 a.m.-ll p.m.

Reg . U .S. Pat Off ..

AM D.O . Corp . (c) Copyright 1979
Am . D.O . Corp

Campus
Intervie",s
Match your degree to our multitude of openings
(U .S. Citizenship or permanent resident.visa is required.)

- - - - - - - Degrees-BS/MS/PhD------Geophysics
Physics
Math

Geology
(w/Math or Physics
minor)

Computer Science
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering

- - - - - A r e a s of Activities and Locations----Computer Sottware
Development
Applications Programming
Digital/Analog Design
Electromechanical Design
Seismic Data Collection
Seismic Data Processing
Geophysical Research

Airborne Geophysics
Systems Analysis
Terrestrial Ecology
Aquatic Ecology
Air Monitoring Studies
Socioeconomic Studies
Dallas, TX

Houston. TX
Austin . TX
Midland. TX
New Orleans. LA
Denver. CO
Anchorage AK
Buchanan. NY
and Overseas locations

- - - - - - - - M a j o r Technologies-------Seismic Data Collection , Processing and Interpretation . This organization is the world
leader in the search for oil. Seismic services (both land and marine) include threedimensional (3D) geophysical data gathering and processing , an important new approach in
delineating petroleum-bearing formations . pioneered by TI.
Ecological-Environmental Services . This operation conducts studies designed to evaluate
and improve our environment. Programs range from infrared "mapping " of heat loss from
homes on a state-wide basis to studies of the ecological impact of power generation on the
Hudson River.

Interviewing on Campus
September 27
If unable to interview at this time . send resume to : College Relations Administrator/ P. O .
Box 225621 / M .S . 394B / Dalias . Texas 75265.

GEOPHVSICAlS 'E RVICE
A SU B SIDIA R Y OF

T EXAS INSTRUMENTS

INc.

Ih

~

f

I NCOR P O R ATED

An equal opportunity employer MiF

is
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Fo ur Co nc ert s
Sp on so red
SOURCE:

~PI

For the first time in 12 years,
the University of Missouri-Rolla
will sponsor a formal series of
four major concerts bringing
establis hed, profess ional
musical groups to the campus
and Rolla.
Season tickets are available
to the campus community and
the general public. One ticket
includes all four events.
The series includes:
Oct. 1
CANADIAN
BRASS .. .Monday , 8 p.m.,
Centennial Hall. An oustanding
quintet of classically-trained
musIcia ns (two trumpet s,
French horn, trombone, and
tuba) whose repertoire ranges
from Bach, Handel, Purcell,
Vivaldi and Dubussy to Jelly
Roll Morton, Scott Joplin, Fats
Waller, Lukas Foss, John Bechwith and Peter Schicke le .
Introducing a non-traditional,
informal performance style, the
group has musical ly entertaine d
and
amused
audiences in Canada, the United
. States, Europe , the Soviet
Union and China (the first
Western musical ensemble to
perform there in recent years)
since 1970.

spirited and distinctive sound.
May 1 - TEXAS OPERA
THEATER ...Thursday, 8 p.m. ,
Bullma n Multi-P urpose
Building. Texas Opera Theater
is a touring company of the
Houston Grand Opera . It will
perform "Madam Butterfly " in
English , fully staged and
costume d, with piano accompaniment.
.
Season ticket costs are $8
each for students and retirees
and $16 each for faculty , staff
and general public. Season
tickets may be obtained by
sending check and selfaddressed stamped envelope to Students visit the Wesley booth at
the
Music Office, G-9 Harris Hall, Pat's Ballroom . All UMR organiza tions Campus Showcase held last Thursda y in the St.
having open member ship were invited to exhibit
University of Missouri-Rolla, informa tion on their activitie s.
Rolla, Mo. 65401.
( Photo by Schaeff er)

Nov. 15 - TASHI...Thursday,
8 p.m . Centennial Hall. TASHI

(Tibetan for good fortune)
provides a program for clarinet
and string quartet. The group,
which had its debut in 1973,
includes three perman ent
member s
clarinet ist,
violinist and cellist, and will be
joined, this year by guest artist
on the violin and viola. In addition to the major quintets for
clarinet and strings, the group's
unusuall y varied program
generally includes duos, string
trios, and string quartets.
Feb.
11
ORPHEUS .. . Monday , 8 p.m .,
Centennial Hall. ORPHEUS is a
chamber ensemble of 26 selfgovernin g musIcia ns who
perform without a conductor.
Each musicia n is fully
responsible for his or her own
artistic contribution and spends
an uncommon amount of time
rehearsi ng . This democra tic
effort - extending from choice
of repertoi re to writing
program notes - results in a

Tobacco
Spotlight
Chewing tobacco is catching
on with America's young men.
More and more college men
are chewing tobacco these days
and the tobacco industry is
pulling in the profits. Sales have
gone up about 11 percent each
year since 1974, and the industry processed 92.3 '1lillion
pounds in 1978 setting a 30 year
record .
Most of those who chew think
the increase is due to the new
knowledge of how smoking can
damage a person's health . So
far there has heen no conclusive
evidence that chewing tobacco
is harmful.

.,
~.
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NAVY OFFICER.
YOU GET RESPONSIIILITYTHE MOMENT
YOU GRTHE STRIPES.
f;:'-

A lot of big corporations offer you a big
title. But how many offer a young college
gradua te a really import ant job?
As a Navy Officer, you don't have
to wait to do a job th~t counts. We give
you one as soon as you've earned your
commission. A job with responsibility for
the lives of others, and for millions of dollars
of complex equipm ent. A job that requires
skill and leadership. A job that Navy Officers
have been doing proudl y for 200 years.
If that's the kind of job you're looking
for, speak to a Navy recruiter. You'll find
that Navy Officers have unequalled
opport unities in fields like Nuclea r Power,
Aviation, and Engineering.
Or call toll free 800-841-8000. (In Georgia,

toll free 800-342-5855. ) Early responsibility.
It's what being a Navy Officer is all about.
r-;AV YOPP ORTU NITY ------ ;:;:l
INFORM ATION CENTE R

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
II

P .O. Box 2000, Pelham Manor, N .Y . 10803
0 Send me infonnat ion on Career Opportun ities
in the Navy

<s.ro).

0 Call me at

(Area Code)

NAME
First
(Pi ...... Print)
Last
ADDRESS______ ______ ______ ______
_
CITY

STATE _ _ ZIP

DATE OF:
tUnivers ity

L..: ~

Birth

*CoUege Graduation

I
I
I
I

___ ___ ___ ___ J
+GPA

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.

--_._--_._------------- - -

-~--

---
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The Miner s Takes A Look

At The Babtist Stu de nt Union
evening at 6:30 p.m. Main ac- the students a chance to relax
tati ves on the football , golf,
tivities there include singing and socialize .
volleyba ll ,
tennis,
' and
and devotionals. On Tuesday
, According to Rosebrook, a
How many times have you
nights members of the BSU hold "workda y" is also being racquetball teams.
wondered. "Gee, I wonder
practices for a musical, entitled planned. This workday would
where the Baptist student is?"
"First Love." The groups plans involve membes of the comEmphasis at the Baptist
None? Well let me rephrase the
to perform this play at churches munity hiring students to do Student Union is
on the
question . How many times have
and schools in the area. A Bible jobs for them . The money relationship from student
to
you thought, " I'd like to meet
Study is held each Wednesday earned would be used to help' student and from student
to
some people in Rolla who don't
at6 :00p.m.
pay for a student to be sent to God. The BSU also
is emspend their spare time conThroughout the year, the BSU another sta te or to a foreign phasized as a place
where the
templatin g Avagadro's Number
sponsors and supports various country on a mission .
student can feel wanted.
and related concepts?" If you
The BSU , though not always
other activities and events.
Said Rosebrook, " We have a
answered the second question
Occasionally, students will go successful, is yet active in the very close and open group.
We
with a 'yes' , or something close,
on "mission trips." These trips intramur al sports program , at invite anyone to drop by so
that
then the Baptist Student Union
are designed to help struggling UMR. They have represen- they can get to know us."
may be for you.
churches
get
started,
The BSU (that 's what the
throughout the United States.
"in" crowd calls it) is located at
During the Spring of last year,
506 West Tenth Street. About 30several students went to
40 people are actively involved
Edgemont, S.D., to help build a
there . The BSU is sponsored by
church.
the Southern Baptist ConThe students also go on
vention, but students of all
weekend trips to other churches
denominations are welcome,
in the area. The students peraccording to spokesman John
form the services at the church
Rosebrook.
they are visiting. A weekend
Each week there is a series of
trip to a church in Illinois is
meetings and events at the
being planned for November.
BSU. A group share time is held
Eunice French comes from
The BSU also sponsors coffee
Brazil. There are about 41
each Monday and Thursday
houses during the year, to give Cajun country in Louisiana and
individua ls in Missouri who are
her facility with l anguages (she members of Partners of
the
grew up speakin g English and America s and most of them are
French - the Cajun variety ) is connected with educatio
nal
a great help in her job as institutio ns and the arts.
assistant director of UMR 's French 's first contact with the
Center for Intern ati onal Pro- group was through her work on
grams and Studies (C IPASl.
UMR
programs
in volving
She has worked at UMR since Brazil. She recently was elected
1967, beginning as a secretary - to a two-year term as president
stenogr apher in the social of the organization.
sciences program . She then
"We are trying to develop
spent almost a yea r in
mutual exchange programs
engineerin g
with Para in technical, medical,
managem ent
before
becom ing
senior sports
and
cultural
UNIO ,.
secretary
in
electrical areas," she explains. " This
engineering, a job which she year we plan to encourage more
held from 1969 to 1975. Her next invol vement by industria l and
move was to CIPAS where she business organizations."
worked as an administ rative
With the international outlook
assistant
before
enthusiasm
being and
she has
promoted to administ rative developed
through
CIPAS,
associate and her present she 'll get the job done.
position in May of this year.
Travels, Too
CIPAS
is
the
camPart of French 's duties inpus organization that helps
assisting
establish
in
UMR
the
academic clude
program s
mostly
in development of the courses
UMR
engineering - for internatio nal
offers
in
foreignstudents not enrolled at UMR . countries . Last year she spent
Financed by grants from two weeks in Brazil helping to
governmental agencies (both set up a program with various
U.S. and foreign) , CIPAS sends South America n and Brazilian
UMR faculty to other countries institutions. The trip also into set up and teach courses. In clude visits to Belem, Brasilia,
some instances the center even Rio de Janeiro, Belo Horizonte,
brings foreign students to UMR Recife and Natal. She will be
for special programs.
returning to Brazil in October.
French's job also requires
CIPAS had its beginning
when UMR was helping develop her to be an unofficia l travel
an engineering program for agent, making sure that travel
students in South Vietnam . In arrangements are made and all
the past few years, UMR legal details are in order for the
professors have been sent to UMR faculty members who
Hi friends and neighbors'
amazed at the way I've got
WEDNE SDAY: at 4:00 on the
Brazil, Ecuador and Algeria. administ er CIPAS programs in
If six was nine, and the sky them 01' cosmic wheels of fire
Variety
Show, " The latest program we are other countries . Calls to the
was crying, while you walked on the rock candy baby, hard, Bluegrass
" Barren County" by The New
working on is one that will be- State Department and foreign
on a long and winding road with sweet and oozing out from your
gin here on the Rolla campus embassies have become routine
Layla (or was it Lola? I and her belly button window across the Grass Revival, with Unkl Dave
for her, and she keeps an exWEDNESDA Y: at midnite, a this fall," French
explains .
cruel sister, who was breeding a universe within you, without a
requested album side with
tensive file of airline schedules.
" Through the language section
dwarf, would that then be a sin, souped-up Ford on the open
Kirby, go ahead ... call him up!
of the humanities department
The Frenches ' oldest, Steven,
road to castles burning. Catch
father?
THURSDAY: at midnite on
we will be setting up an in- 21, is assistant to the manager
Perhaps you should beware, my drift?
Improvis
ations, " The Joy of
tensive course for internatio nal at the Holiday Inn, where he
The
subject : Toothbrush
brother, beware of mountains
Flying", by Tony Williams , students in English as a foreign had worked , off and on, since he
that come out of the sky, secrets with the Captain and
with Dave Strahorn
language . These students will was 14. Daughter, Julia, 20, is
crushing the Lincoln, requiring Toenail.
Change your shorts, change spend all day, every day for two now Mrs. Gary Burns and
The featured albums and
the fixing of holes on a hot
your life ... change into a nine- semesters developing their works as a nurse's aid at Phelps
summer day after your usual program s:
SUNDAY : at 7:00 on Blues year old Hindu boy and get rid English skills . Thev need. to County Hospital. "Julia 's going
breakfas t of Post Toastees with
of your wife! Prizes! Prizes'
pass an English test, which to have baby next spring,"
one bourbon, one scotch and one For Rolla , " After the Rain " by
Jackpot'
enables them to enroll in Eunice announces, "and I find
Jackpot!
Waters, with Dr. Prizes!
beer to cure having had too Muddy
Jackpot' The grantallo on tuned colleges
and
unive rsities the thought of being a grandmuch to dream the night before Deranged
with a croon , blew up a bal!oon, throu ghout the United States."
mother is exciting. I'm sewing
MONDA Y: at 6: 15 following
( Mama told you not to go. cause
Ii tUe things like crazy ."
Eli's going) and feeling so the news, " J.J. Cale" with Two- and at a time opportune, said :
Stay ali ve with the jive that
Outside Activities
The French family, however,
downhearted cause you got tied sheds at 9:00 on the New Wave
drives, not only will it cure your
French's major activity still is her number-one priority.
to the whipping post on a show , "The Jam " with Randy
blues,
but
it'll
bring
besides
a
dead
her
famil
MONDA
y,
work
Y: at midnite on The
and "We came to Rolla in 1958
st ormy Monday. I guess you
radio to life, turn up the volume
classes is
membership because of Jerry' s job," she
musta done somebody wrong, Rolling Bozo Revue Presents,
if
you
're
somehow
in
unimpres
the
Missouri
sed
chapter
of explains . Her husband, Jerry,
Children "
by
huh? Don't let it get you down " Like
Jan
and do you think th at sex ?
Partners of the Americas . The works for the U.S.
by the river I shot my baby I 'm Hammer & Jerry Goodman,
Geological
WARD SIL VER
organiza ton
encourag es
a Survey. "All four of the children
withJ .R.
cooperat ive rel ationship with were
raised
here
and
Missouri 's sister state, Para, in two of them are
still at home."

By STEPHEN FREEMA N

Eu n ice French,
Ass iste nt Dire ctor For
Inte rna tion al Pro gra ms
and Studies

II.TI IT

STUDINT

Grou nd w ov es

,...,...------~
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~shortstuff~
Com puter Cours es
On The Up
With the growing use of
computers in the business
world, more and more business
schools are requiring computer
and
Spiridellis
courses.
Associates of New York made a
survey of 15 leading business
schools, nine of which required
its students to take a computer
course and several of which
recommended them.
the
of
Everett Keech
University of Pennsylvania's
Wharton School says, "We feel
it's absolutely critical that our
MBA's be able to demonstrate a
working knowledge of advanced
computer programming."

Drink ing Age
Being Raise d

Spo tlig ht ... _ _ _ __

on Tam i Ric har dso n
By LANDACE THOMPSON
The challenge of attending a
toward
geared
school
engineering and the sciences
was a chief reason Tami
Richardson enrolled at UMR.
Though she is a physical
education major, Tami believes
that she can receive more help
here in Rolla. Tami decided on
physical education as her major
because she is basically a
tomboy. "I grew up playing
sports, and love outdoor sports
the best."
The challenge posed by the
academic reputation of UMR
was not Tami 's only reason for
her choice. According to Tami,
"UMR has a definitely better
social life than the one I went to
in Washington, D.C . The kids
here involve the community in a
lot of their activities ."
Tami herself is on the outdoor
recreation committee of the
Student Union. While attending
classes here part time, Tami
receives great cooperation
from her teachers and other
students in class. One of her
biggest problems is sitting in on
a discussion group. Because she
only has about five percent of
her hearing left, she must lip
read. "It is very difficult to
understand
and
catch
everything everyone says. It's
also hard to take notes. Because
I have to look at the instructor
and then write. Some of the
other studenty take notes for
me though, and in one of my
classes, the instructor types
notes on her lecture for me ."
Tami also spends time
promoting programs for the
deaf. She would like to see the
sororities
and
fraternities
perform more service projects
for dea f people in the Rolla
community . This past summer,

In the growing concern that
teenagers shouldn't be allowed
to drink at 18, more and more
states are raising their legal
drinking ages.
In 1971 when the passage of
the 26th Amendment gave 18
years old the right to vote, most
states lowered the legal
drinking age also. But with the
rise of teenage alcoholism,
concerned parents, educators
and legislatures ar.'! taking time
to reconsider.
Highway
National
The
Traffic Safety Administration
says that alcohol is one of the
leading factors in traffic deaths
of those under 35. Statistics
show that traffic fatalities increased among teenagers after

Due to tough competition to
get. into the 125 U.S. medical
schools, more and more wouldbe doctors are turning to the
Carribean for their medical
education. Unfortunately they
Tenni s Shoe
may not be able to go into
practice whcn they return.
Repa ir
The Association of American
Colleges doubts the
Medical
of
Due to the high price
new I!ledical schools
of
ability
sneakers, tennis-shoe repair
n to adequately
shops are cropping up around in the Carribea Not only are
train students.
the country.
athletic-shoe they certain that these medical
of
Makers
give medical
repair equipment estimate that schools cannot clinical exmore than 1,000 such repair students , proper
the AAMC is unshops have opened in the last perienceof the
schools' abilities
two years due to the growing certain
provide adequate science
awareness and popularity of to
teaching.
phYSical fitness .
Rather than throwing away
Watch Out
expensive athletic-shoes, more
and more consumers are
that
fact
the
Despite
having their favorite footwear
economists warn we are in a
repaired .
recession, the demand for
Carrib ean Docs
executives is going up.
Heidrick and Struggles, one
of Chicago's biggest executive
in
students
medical
n
America
the Carribean will find it hard to
get a job when they come home.
the legal drinking age was
lowered in Maine and Michigan.
Yet no one knows whether
raising the legal drinking age to
20 will decrease those fatalities.

r--- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ,

Tami taught a class in sign
language to area residents. She
is presently involved in a
project to bring a dance group,
all of whose members are
partially or toally deaf, to Rolla
to perform.
Tami is only enrolled part
time at UMR. Though she says,
"If this semester goes well, I
am planning to go full time in
the spring." This semester
seems to be agreeing with her.
She just might stay awhile.

Th ree !
Ta co s:
for $1 :I
I

With Coup on

:
Sat., Septe mber 22, 1979 ONLY
-I
MO.
Rolla,
ay
highw
1011 Kings

-----------------------~

Sh af t
Open 1 p.m .- l :30 a :m . daily

ladies Night Wednesday

High Fl yin g
O pp or tu ni ty .

Busch on Tap
36~"33A
1107 Pine
Rolla. Missou ri
. SANDWI CHES

1/2 PRICE DRAFT BEER

On camp us intervi ews:
Septe mber 25·26

At General Dynamics in Fort Worth, we have long-term
progra ms that offer a challen ge to the engine ering
professional. If you are looking for an opportunity to work
on such projects as the H6 Multirole Fighter or
advan ced aircraft and electronic programs, then
General Dynamics is looking for you.

Sign up now for an appOi ntmen t at your
placem ent office_

GENE RAL CVNA MICS

Fort Worth Divisio n

.

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _

_1_

'-'
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Inte rna tion al Gui tart ist,
Mon toya To Pre form
Carlos Montoya was born in
Madrid. He is, as the Spaniard 's
say, "Gitano por los cuatro
costados ," or, literally, " Gypsy
on all four sides". This directly
affects his music and his
playing, for to play Flamenc o
one must have at least some
gypsy in his blood. Herein lies
the differenc e in approach
which distinguishes Flamenc o
from classical guitar. As Carlos
says, "Flamen co must come
from the heart. "
At the age of eight, Carlos
started playing. He learned
first from his mother, "Ia
Tula," who played guitar for
her own enjoyme nt, then from
"Pepe el Barbero" , a barber in
rrIadrid who also taught the
guitar. After one year, Pepe
said there was nothing more he
could teach his talented pupil,
so Carlos left to gain what he
could from the great Flamenc o
guitarist s of the time. At
fourteen he was playing in the
"Cuadro s Flamenc os", in the
heyday of Flamenc o singing
and dancing, for such fabulous
artists as Anton'io de Bilbao,
Juan
el
Estampio ,
La
Macarro na and La Camison a .
Montoya 's
real
training
came, however, in the school of
experien ce. When the late
Antonia Merce - La Argentin a
- came to Madrid looking for a
guitarist , she chose Montoya.
Thus, he left his native Spain for
the first time to tour all Europe
with her for three years. This
was only the beginning of his
many concert tours which were
to take him all over the world.
After
performi ng
with
Argentin a, he went on to play
tor all the great names ot the
time - La Argentinita, Antonio,
Vicente Escudero , Carmen
Amaya when she was still a
child, Teresina and many more.
In 1948 Montoya took a step
then unheard of for Flamenc o
guitarist s, who had always
worked with a singer or dancer.
He decided to give a full concert
recital of Flamenc o guitar
music. Since the repertoir e of
most Flamenc o players is
limited, such a program had
never been presented . It was a
formidab le idea, but Carlos
Montoya realized it with
equally formidable success,
going on to give solo recitals
both in Europe and throughout
thl' United States and Canada.
Gaining
an
ever-growing
following, he culminat ed these
appearan ces with a New York
concert at Town Hall, ' which
was so crowded that 75 extra
seats had to be placed on the
stage to accommo date the
overflow audience (a practice,
by the way, which has become
necessar y at every subseque nt
New York appearan ce, a. well
as at many of his out-ot-town
engagem ents l.

all his own arrangem ents and
original compositions based on
the Spanish gypsy tradition .
This is truly creative playing in
the fullest senseof the term.
Possessin g an
advanced
techniqu e among Flamenc o
players, Montoya is always an
innovato r and, for that reason,
always a tremendo usly exciting
performe r to hear. Although he
never plays an arrangem ent of
his without adding somethin g
new, he has had many of his
pieces published in an effort to
caputre at least some part of
this wonderfully rich art form
that heretofor e had never been
written down. In January of
1966 he culminat ed a 25 year
dream
when
his
"Suite
flamenc a", a suite for guitar
and orchestra , had its world
premiere with the St. Louis
Symphony, and has since
received raves from critics.
However, Carlos Montoya
and his music are insepara ble;
he does not perform - he lives
it.
Carlos Montoya will be here
at UMR on Sept. 27 at 8 :00 p.m.
in Centenni al Hall.
S!ATE INSPECTION S

Jo hn Biggs

"

BRAKES

James Russell
Automotive

Will

Major or Minor Repairs
on all makes
Expert Work at Fair Rates

R et ur n

112 Mile off South 63 on Hwy. CC
Phone 364-8335
REAR END

CARBURETOR

ENGINE REBUILDING

ENGINEERING GRADUATES
A progressive Electric/Gas Illinois Utility is
seeking entry level engineers for the following
areas:
OPERATIONS
SYSTEM DESIGN
SYSTEM PLANNING
POWER PRODUCTION
DATA PROCESSING
We are looking for B.S. and M.S. Electrical,
Mechanical and Nuclear Engineers. If
interested, sign up to talk to:
Authentic workman 's .tyle
dungaree ,
Hammer loop and pller
pocket.
Who could ask for more?

David W. Butts

Russell's Town & College Shop 713 Pine. Rolla . Mo . • 364·2323

One of the most interestin g
and importan t things to realize
about these recitals is that
Carlos Montoya creates as he
goes along. What he plays are

TUNE UP

'----~~~dr~
.,

I,

ILLINOIS POWER COMPANY
500 South 27th Street
Decatur, Illinois 62525
An Equa l Opportun it y Emplo yer- Male/ Female
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Research Associateships Announced
The
National
Research
Council announces its 1980
Research
Associateship
Programs
which
provide
postdoctoral opportunities for
scientists and engineers in the
fields of
ATMOSPHERIC & EARTH
SCIENCES
ENGINEERING
LIFE SCIENCES
PHYSICS
CHEMISTRY
ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIEN·
CES
MATHEMATICS
SPACE SCIENCES
NRC Research Associates
will conduct research on
problems largely of their own
choice in selected federal
research
laboratories
at
various geogrphic loca tions in
the
United
States.
The
programs are open to recent
reCipients of the doctorate and,
in many cases, to senior investigators
also.
Some
programs are open to non·
United States nationals.

( Photo by Schaeffer)

1~lclass;f;ed Ads~111

GODFATHER'S

Help Wanted
Weekends
Apply to Manager

Wes, baby, th e best things in life are Iree - like me on Saturd ay
night, why don ' t you give me a call - you know the number . Love
B.T .
Anyone who has here with them at UMR either a 75·76 or 76·77
Walnut Grove Mo. High School yearbook , please call D.L . Bogart.
364·9961.

.

602 Elm
Rolla,Mo
Phone:
364-6416

509
LIQUOR STORE
SPECIAL THIS WEEK!

$2 59

Bardenheir, 750 ML

Bavarian Creme Sherry ....... .
BUSCH, 12 Pack ............... $3.35@.
HAMM'S, 12 Pack .............. $2.98iij
Rolla's Only True Cut-Rate Liquor Store

~

COMPARE PRICES AND SEE!

~

BIG . SPACIOUS PARKING LOT IN REAR

§.L!~~!!, 8th

PHONE

~

364-6131.~

~

Yellow Freight System, a major common corrier , is seeking individuals to participate in its six month
Maintenonce Management Training Program, stressing l inehau l vehicle maintenance and terminal
operations. The successful candidate will have a B.S. degree in mechanical or industrial engineering ,
either work experience or aptitude in diesel automotive / heovy "equipment applications, and exhibit
problem solving skills and leadership abilities. A background in transportation or business is a plus .
First job assignment after training is a maintenance shop foreman . Responsibilities include supervision of mointenance personnel in a linehaul shop in anyone of 16 cities throughout the United States .
Advancement is based upon performance . An attractive compensation package includes a salary
range of $18 .900 ' plus per year . Interviews "'ill be held on campus at the Plo cement Center on
September 25 . 1979.

Turntable for sale : A.R., all manual, new shure M 91·ED $40 or
best oller, also lor sale albums in G.C.. ca ll K en at 3 6~ ·7 607 .

AlII

I:ill~~~~~

FREIGHT SYSTEM

Lost calculator in ME·l04 wall left Monday after 8:30 to 9::10
class . There is no name on it. Please contact Jon Falke, SI. James.
Mo . 265·7495 call collect.

J13E

Application materials and
detailed information about
specific
opportunities
for
research and the federal
laboratories which participate
should be requested promptly
from the Associateship Office,
JH
608·DI,
NATIONAL
RESEARCH COUNCIL, 2101
Constitution
Avenue,
NW,
Washington,
DC
20418,
telephone (202) 389·6554.

\VEllOW)

For Sale : One pair of powered Advenl loudspeakers 8S0.DO. Call
Don at 364·9792 or 364·9769 .

RU

1980. Awards will be announced
in ApriL

Applications to the NRC must
be postmarked by January 15,

@mwmwmw~

Richard ( D.O.' your letters were fantastic , and hope I can
AROUSE you the way you have me, I can't wait until we can GET
TOGETHER ! J.T.K .

TH E

Over 200 new awards will be
offered on a competitive basis
in 1980. The basic annual
stipend (subject to income tax)
will be $18,000 for recent
recipients of the doctorate.
Higher
stipends
will
be
determined for senior awar·
dees. Awards will include
relocation
allowances
and
limited support for professional
travel during tenure. Awards
generally will be for one year
periods. Senior applicants may
. request shorter tenures.

IISlrlEIi('f

r-------------.,
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~I

"6 Qualified Hair D~signers
Offering Talent And
Experience To Meet Your
Needs And Personal
Expectations. "

1
1
1
1

I

~I

0)1

"':1

;:1
~I

Individual
Styling Stations
To Insure
Privacy For
Both Men And
Women

s

.......... 1

E
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Reflections .....

BUILD YOUR OWN UNIVERSITY KIT
Yes, no longer will you have
to tolerate being just another
forgotten student in the long
procession of undergraduates.
Now you can purchase a
university of your very own.

Why not name it after yourself?
Unlimited space is available.
Most states are begging for
more higher learning institutions. Just read what each
thrilling kit contains:

I. One archaic building
(circa 1870) with accompanying
archaic professor who promises
to flunk a minimum of 75 percent of his students.
2. One exciting new building
(circa 1970) symbolizing the
dynamic expansion of a great
university complete with a
bronze plaque reading: "This
building
symbolizes
the
dynamic expansion of a great
university ...
3. One office of the Registrar
staffed with pleasant, cheerful
and courteous workers - until
you have to change your class
schedule.
4. A list of the names of
notorious retired professors
suitable for naming school
buildings and dormitories with.
·5. A statue (placed in the
conspicuous place of your
choice) of one of the following:
a. A former graduate of the
school.
b. A former President of the
United States.
(Note: If you desire, we can
arrange- to uave a former
President of the United s.tates
be a former graduate of your
school for a slightly higher
price. )
6. One awesome building in
which the dean or chancellor
may live (your choice of colors,
drawbridge optional).
7. Ten shady oak trees to
surround the quadrangle - just
perfect for htose heartwarming
photographs in school catalogs
and yearbooks.
8. A list of" school rules and
regulations tha't make the U.S.
Constitution look like a footnote .
9. An unpicked group of
professors holding master 's and
doctor's
degrees .
(We
guarantee at least one winmake a good instructor or your
money back! )
10. Twenty football uniforms,
one football, and a giant size
bottle of Nervine for the coach .
II. A staff of men whose sole
job is to see that students
successfully
pursue
their
degree - The Selective Service
Board.
Remember: Supplies are
limited. Write today for rates.
Our competitors forbid us to
advertise such low prices! I

RESEARCH PAPERS
10,250 on File - All Academic Subjects

One night I dreamed I was walking along the
beach with the Lord . Many scenes from my life
flashed across the sky. In each scene I noticed
footprints in the sand. sometimes there were two
sets of footprints, other times there was one only.
This bothered me, because I noted that, during
the low periods of my life when I was suffering
from anguish, sorrow or defeat, I could see only
one set of footprints, so I said to the Lord, ' You
promised me, Lord, that if I followed you, you
would walk with me always. But I have noticed
that, during the most trying periods of my life,
there has been only one set of footprints in the
sand_ Why, when I have needed you most, have
you not been there for me.'"
The Lord replied, 'The times when you have
seen only one set of footprints, my child, are
when I carried you."

r---I Pitcher of Root Beer I
I
II
I
I
I
II
I
I
I
COUPON - - - - - .

.149

You Keep The Pitcherl
GREAT FOR PARTIESIII
-----COUPON-----

11 a . m. to 1 p.m. Fri. & Sot.
11 a.m. to 12 p. m. Mon.·Thurs .

Pryor's Fresh Pizza

<

Hwy. 635. Rollo . MO
Corry out 15 min . 364-1293

~

~

1202 N. Bishop
Rolla, MO
Hours: 6:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Open till 12 midnight Fri. & Sat.

ENGINEERING CAREER POSmONS
IN
COLONIAL ANNAPOUS_
Headquartered on the beautiful Chesapeake Bay in Annapolis. Maryland.
ARINC Research COIpOration is a wholly owned subsidiary of MINC which
stands for Aeronautical Radio. Incorporated. Our line of business Is high level
systems engineering. consulting and analysis.
Candidates should be degreed engineers. scientists and operations research
people who are Interested in systems engineering. including but not limited to.
electronic warfare. energy. radar. missile syst~ms and communications.
Undergraduate or graduate degrees In Electrical and Aerospace
Engineering. Operations Research. Systems Engineering and Applied Math
are highly desirable.
For prompt consideration please send your resume to:
Jeannie GrIffin
or contact your college placement officer In the Buehler Building.

Send $1.00 for your up-to-date, 306-pagemail order catalog.

ACADl';MIC RESEARCH
P.o. BOX 24873
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

2551 Riva Road
Annapolis. Maryland 21401
We are an equal opportunity employer.
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The St. Pat's Board is proud
to announce the winners of this
year's
Sweatshirt-Button
Design Contest. First place
goes to Dave Weaver of Phi
Kappa Theta whose design will
appear on this year's sweatshirts. Second and third places
go to John Bodrexel of TJHA
and Doug Bye of Beta Sigma
Psi, respectively. The second
and third place designs will
appear on the two St. Pat's 1980
buttons. Congratulations to
these winners and a big thanks
from the Board to all who
participated .
The Bumper Sticker Design
Contest is now in process ..
Submit your slogan ideas to any

David Weaver (center) is this year's winner of the St. Pat's Sweatshirt
Design Contest .
( Photo by Schaeffer)

rQUA'[ITY CLEANiis
~
~

Subscripts ........ .

EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED

108 W. 7th 5t.

The S.U .B. Float Trip will be
on September 29. The charge
will be $2.00 per person. The
float is on the Current River
from Akers Ferry to Pulltite
Springs. Sign up at " On the
Loose" in T-9 between 2:30-5:00
p.m ., Monday-Friday .
There will be a Frisbee
Tournament on September 30,
starting at 2:00 p.m. at the
Intramural Fields. There will
be three events, Frisbee Golf,
Distance, and Free Style.
Trophies will be awarded .
A
Student-Faculty
Golf
Tournament is schedule for
October 6. Each team will
consist of one student and one
faculty member. It will be an
18-hole, best balltourney. Teeoff time is set for 8: 30 a .m. Sign
up at the S.U.B. office.

Rolla. Mo. 65401.
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BESTSELLING SEQUEL TO
THE IMMIGRANTS
Submitted by Kappa Alpba

Carlos
Monl oya,
world
renowned Flamenco guitarist,
will be here on September 27 at
8:00 p.m. in Centennial Hall.
Adm ission is free with valid
UMR 1.0. The general publi c
will be adm itted a fter 7:50 p.m.
providing any seats remain .
S.U. B. is sponsoring a
Billards Tournamen t. P a rticipants should sign up in the
S.U.B . office by this Friday.
Play begins on September 24,
with trophies being awarded for
first and second place, and the
winner is eligible for the
Association of College UnionsInternational regional competition in Columbia, Mo.

'ei

'IE"

I

On Sunday, September 23,
" Jaws " hits the beach of Rolla .
This film classic will be shown
in Centennial Hall at 4:00 and
6:30 p.m . Admission is free with
valid UMR 1.0.

Board Rep. before October 8.
The winner will receive $10.00.
In clOSing, just a quick
reminder that tomorrow is
SEPTEMBERFEST. Enjoy the
music of Rodd Hogg, some
great
frisbee
competition,
of
your
favorite
plenty
beverage, and an all around
great time, all for $1.50. Get
your admission button from
your local Board Rep. The
festivities will run from 2-6 p.m.
Free bus service will be
available from the Student
Union parking lot, to and from
Lions Club Park from 1-6:30
p.m. Come on out and make
"St. Pat's 1980 THE BEST
EVER!!!"

ENGINEERS
San Diego Ga\ & Electric is looking'
for e n gi ne~rs who can cope with
our sun ny San Diego climate and
are interested in our Engineering
Development Program. Rotationa l
opportunities in design. construction and other engineering fu nc·
tions. A ssignments will acq uaint
you with that section's goa ls, its
peop le. job responsibil ities and
Compa ny's overall goa ls. Good
salary. oppo r t uni tie s, fringe
benefi ts. and San Diego sun . For
more inform at ion and recrui ting
dates . cont ac t your Placement
Office.
San Diego Gas & Electric Company
P.O. Box 183 1
Sa n Diego. CA 92 112
A n Affirm ati ve Ac tion and Eq ual
Opportunit y Employer

In the later part of August,
the Kappa Alpha Order held
their 58th national con vention in
Jacksonville, Florida, where
the Beta Alpha Chapter of UMR
was a warded the " Hover
Award " for ch apter excellence.
President Dale Tayloe accepted
the award from the Knigh t
Commander, Loren Q Hanson
making this the fourth such
award for highest honors in the
Kappa Alpha Order.
The areas for which the
award was presented are:
general house operations and
financial standing, scholastic
improvement,
campus
involvement, participation in
Gamma Alpha Delta service
projects and relations with
alumni and local businessmen .
Also for the funds raised for
Muscular Dystrophy, the Order's national philanthropy.
Special thanks to Rich Louis,
who was instrumental in
presentation of our application
for the Hoover Award.

fl
B
51

By Howard Fast

Open 9 to 9

Forum Plaza

364-5432

A Girl Never Forgets
Her First Diamond

~
"'"
,.;;.:-:

~

,"

BpURO'S
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
ON BIG SCREEN

Dancing Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
9:30 to 1:00 341·2110

A girl's first diamond is like her first love . Something special. Something to
be cherished for a long, long time . We have a beautiful collection of "first
diamonds ," each one impeccably designed and reasonably priced . Give her
her first diamond . She' ll n ever forget you .

......

~~~

~

0stelj

~

gewelry

715 Pine Street Rolla, MO
Telephone 364 -2142
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Stu de nt Un ion Bo ard On Th e Loose
Old Da ys
Those fabled "good old days,"
when examine d more closely,
bear an uncanny resembla nce
to the present. People who lived
5,000 years ago had many of the
same problem s and complaints
that are common today.
That's the conslusion of Dr.
David Freedma n, a professor at
'the University of California in
Davis. He based his contention
on his research into letters
written in 3,000 B.C.

Days Rented
2-3
4-5
6-7
8-9 10-11 12-13 14-15
Canoe+
4.50
9.00 13.50 18.00 22.50 27.00 31.50 36.00
car-top carrier
.75
.50
.25
1.00
1.50
1.15
1.75
2.00
llfejacke t
1.50
1.00
.50
2.00
3.00
2.50
3.50
4.00
paddle
.75
.50
.25
1.00
1.50
1.25
1.75
2.00
Canteens
.30
.20
.10
.40
.60
.50
.70
.80
Compass
.20
.30
.40
.10
.60
.70
.50
.80
I-person mess kit
.75
.50
1.00
.25
1.50
1.25
1.75
2.00
4-person cook kit
.75
.50
1.00
.25
1.50
1.25
1.75
2.00
Pack' frame
2.25
1.50
.75
4.50
3.00
3.75
5.25
6.00
Sleeping bag
2.25
1.50
4.50
3.00
.75
3.75
5.25
6.00
2-person backpack tent
6.00
4.00
2.00
8.00 10.00 12.00 14.00 16.00
4-man tent
7.00 10.50 14.00 17.50 21.00 24.50 28.00
3.50
cooler
1.50
1.00
3.00
2.00
.50
2.50
3.50
4.00
+ Canoe rental Includes 2 paddles, 2 lifejackets, plus a car-top carrier.
Prices
also ltsted for these Items without canoe rental.

"Human nature has not
changed a bit over the last 5,000
years," contends Dr. Freedma n
after sorting through letters
written by the ancient
Sumeria ns and Babylonians.
"What is going to be tomorrow ,
happened yesterda y too," he
concludes.
A father back then wrote to
his son: "You are living in a
nice area, as nice as anyplace
else. Why don't you settle down,
have a family, build a house."
In other words, don't be a bum.
The familiar plea for more
money is not a new one. A
youthful apprenti ce in the city
of Ur wrote home to his
mother : "I sit outside the music
hall and eat unmentionable
things. I hope I don't die from it.
I eat stale bread ... HurrY' up and
send me money. "
Dr. Freedma n's conclusion?
He's persuade d that, as the
Bible says in Ecclesia stes 1 :9,
"there is nothing new under the
sun."
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SHO TOK AN
KARATE
of Rolla

364·7 428

Let's face it.
In 25 years or less, the world of energy as you
know it, will be entirely differen t.
So will we.
Today. we're a leader in the petrole um industr y.
And tomorro w, when your childre n are grown, we
hope to be meetin g their energy needs as well.
We've commi tted 90 million dollars this year
alone to researc h and develop ment program s that
read like science fiction.
We're into earth science s. Mining and milling
uranium . Solar researc h. Geothe rmal energy
develop ment. Even new technol ogy to produc e
fuel from coal; and synthet ic crude oil from tar
sands and oil shale.
And all the while, we're still looking for ways to
squeez e every drop out of old oil fields. And

continu ing the import ant search world-w ide for
new ones.
If you're also commi tted to changin g the world,
to making your mark on the energy frontie rs
ahead, we'd like to talk to YOlL
Write our Profess ional Employ ment
Coordin ator, tOday, care of Standa rd Oil Compa ny
of Californ ia, 225 Bush Street, San Francis co.
Califor nia 94lO4. Or see our recruit ers when they
visit your campus .

Standard Oil Company
of California
Ch
F

.
evron amily ~ f C~mpa.OIes.

Chevron

III

An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

Chevron Recruiters visit this cam us Oct. 1st -Oct. 3rd

Looking At Rolla
With The Right
Prespective
Lately, I have heard too many
people criticizing Rolla as a
visual wasteland and cultural
Hell. The problem as I see it, is
that the general population
looks at this fair city in the
wrong perspective. The only
possible solution is for people to
reevaluate their views of Rolla.
Personally, I think it is as true
as day, that Rolla is the cultural
center of the world.
Surprised?
Don't
be.
Breaking down the town
category by category, it will
become apparent that we are
living in the "Florence of the
Midwest."
Consider the entertainment
possibilities. It is unfortunate
that so many people pass up the
real culture of Rolla for smut
like St. Louis musicals and the
rest. There are so many things
that students don't seem to
notice. Real culture in Rolla is
taking a drive on highway 63 on
a Friday night. Or a lovely
Saturday evening at the Ritz.
("Linda Lovelace and the
Naughty Cheerleaders Go to
Tiajuana" is my favorite). And
who can pass up the jet set
playing pool in the Student
Union. For those wtih simpl!!r
tastes, a stroll down Pine Street
at noon to see all the octogenarians is always in vogue.
In the cateogry of physical
centers of culture, Rolla
abounds in museums, libraries,
and laundromats (well not so
many of those). I revel in the
opportunity of going to the 'PZ'
shelf in the library, and
touching a copy of Grapes of
Wrath. If you're in an adventurous mood, why not trot
up to the Library's third floor
and take a peak at The Journal
of
Yugoslavian
Petroleum
Engineering:
Convention
. Minutes-1934: volume VIII.
What a masterpiece. Yes
surprise, surprise, Rolla has a
museum. I understand the
Phelps
County
Historical
SOCiety keeps there a butter
churn used by Jesse James
second cousin's favorite grocer,
a certain Mrs. Crebbs. It's
worth the trip.

To become a true Rolla
"Renaissance Man" it is imperative that one follows his
peers to the high class
festivities, known among the
seedier sort as "beer busts,"
"beer gardens," "drunken
brawls," etc. Do not be influenced by those obviously
unenlightened words. These
affairs are only attended by the
cream of Rolla's blue blood.
Even the famous allow themselves the pleasure of these
events. I myself have seen
Cheryl Ladd, Gerald Ford,
Edna st. Vincent Millay, and
Alexander the Great at the
culmination of these parties.
But a word of caution. Some of
these soirees are more tedious
than others. I have witnessed
numerous less hardy souls
passing out from the - the
boredom.
So the next time you're in the
mood to dash off to 51. Louis,
Chicago, St. James or any other
place where the beautiful
people hang out, sit back, think
about what you're missing here,
and try to catch this week's
exhibit at the Civil Engineering
building. I think its called,
"Storm" Sewers Through the
Ages ...

The Life and Times of Joe Miner -------~
WGv\O 50'('V... ~o""~ -":,:\,-

,~ I

CONTACT LENS WEARERS
Save money on your brond nome
hard or solt lens supplies. Send
for free illustrated catalog.
CONTACT LENS SUPPLY CENTER
3~1
E.
Comelback
Phoenix.
Arizona
85012

----
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1 HORSE
BOOK SHOP
Used paper backs, com ics , records & tapes
Bought, sold & traded

207 W. lIth
1/, block east of Univ .

Center Parking Lot

364-2244

nHAIR IT IS"
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Campus Interviews

TI Facilities
Planning and
Engineering
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Hair styling

For

Thr_ Sotltfl.d Cu.tom.,. (L·R ) Jonn Solts , Jeff Brumett , Lorry Johnson .

We're experts in men's styling-cuts, perms, blow dry, coloring.
STUDENT DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
SlOp bv and see Peggie Joh nson , Cindy Simers , Shanorie Frisbie or Pal
610 Klnglhlghway (Plaza Laundry Building) 364-7130

Walkin~ .

EVERYTHING YOUR
COLLEGE RING SHOULD BE,
AT APRICE FAR LESS THAN GOLD.

- - - - - W h a t You Need-----

NEW LUS1RIUM

Now $73.95

ere

- - - - - - W h a t We D o - - - - - -

on
rna

The TI Facilities Planning and Engineering organization is a group of professionals responsible for layout,
planning, and designing the building and facilities
systems necessary for manufacturing and testing
TI products around the world. Current expansion
programs involving multi-national assignments
provide challenging growth opportunities in all
disciplines.
Facilities Engineering includes designing of systems
such as:
Air conditioning and ventilating.
Electric power and lighting .
Process manufacturing equipment installations.
Special process utility generation and distribution
facilities such as purified water, exotic gases , high
pressure fluids.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
September 28
If unable to interview at this time . send your resume in
confidence to : Helen Meltzer:P O. Box 225474, M.S.
217/Dallas, TX 75265.

September 24 - 25
from9-5

Campus Bookstor

F
pur

Your degree should be in one of the following:
Electrical Engineering
Industrial Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Mechanical Engineering Architectural Engineering

Facilities Planning includes:
Responsibility for facility appearance through development of building layouts a:nd detail occupancy
plans.
Working with operating groups to develop moving and
rearrangement projects to solve space problems due
to company growth, improve material flow and
manufacturing operations .

The best in dining can also be
yours in Rolla. If you prefer the
elegant, Rayl Cafeteria should
be your choice. The cuisine is
noted for its unique taste, and
the cafeteria, for its delightful
atmosphere. For those with less
epicurean longings, why not
explore any of Rolla's "eating
experiences." Dairy Queen, A &
W, Wendys, and even Chub and
Jo's can be yours for the asking.

----
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Equal Rights
Equal Rights and the
Women's
movement have
broken down some traditional
barriers for men .
Male secretaries are still a
rarity but they're becoming
increasingly popular as equal
opportunity laws and secretary
shortages are encouraging
many firms to actively seek
males.
Male executives don 't believe
that women take their jobs as
seriously as men.
Youngs, Walker and Co., a
Chicago-based
management
consulting firm, surveyed 280
men in six cities and a full 75
percent - mostly presidents
and vice presidents of banks believe that women don't put
enough emphasis on career
goals and that women do not
have men's drive for success.
According to a poll taken by
the Opinion Research Corporation, 73 percent of 241
companies have a code of ethics
for employees.
Half were developed within
the last four years. Eight out of
ten concerns believe that employees are at least " fairly
familiar" with their company's
codes but only 36 percent
distribute them to their
workers.
People are charging more
purchases now so that they
won't have to pay higher prices
in the future, and the result is
that banks are losing money on
credit cards.
Delinquencies and loan losses
on credit cards are soaring as
more and more people charge
items to their accounts and fall
behind on the payments. It's
estimated that more than $810
million of Visa and Master
Charge debts are in arrears,
having payments more than 30
days behind.

Campus Interviews

Manufacturing Engineers
TI Equipment Group
Coffeeho.use Review

Bill Haymes

- - - - - Opportunity - - - - By LINDA paNZER

Singer-folklorist,
Bill
Haymes presented a wellreceived coffeehouse to the
body
here, last
student
Saturday night. He performed
mostly his own music on the sixstring guitar, mandolin and
piano.
Haymes' personality came
through in his tales of the road
and in his smile. His interest in
music began sixteen years ago

shortstuff
shortstuff
recruiters, says that incoming
search assignments hit a record
high in May, 30 percent higher
than last year.

More Watch TV
People are watching more TV
than they did a year ago .
Television viewing rose to a
record average of six hours and
34 minutes a day in the last six
months. A total of thirteen
minutes more a day than a year
ago. The Television Bureau of
Advertising believes the increase is due to more people
staying home to save gas.

with a $15 pawnshop guitar,
since then he has grown to li ve
in his music . Taking material
for his music from all that he
has seen and felt.
His concert was a reflection
of those moments and times in
his life which memories are
made of. It was a combination
of all that influenced him and
his experiences - "aged and
blended with the passage of
miles and time." It was enjoyable!

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
Spaghetti Platter: Only $1.09
or
Spaghetti Platter with Soup and Salad
Bar
Only 1.99, Reg. 2.29
Jet. 63 & Pine
44

r--------..,
I
I
I
I

Cactus Gardens &
Cactus Plants

I
I

II 20% off II
I
I
I
I
Good With This Coupon.

Offer Good Thru Sept. 25, 1979

---------_.
~
- f) D :::,:~;:;~
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364 -3161

l ~ ... _.. ____ _____________________ . _____________ . _____ ._

----....- -----

Openings are available in the following areas :
Classical Manufacturing Engineering including NC
programming , tool design and fabrication liaison.
Project Manufacturing Control which entails the
planning, coordination and control of all manufacturing
activities relating to a project or program .
Functional Manufacturing Control for the fabrication
manufacturing activities of a project or program . This
group provides the interface between the project and
the fabrication organizations.
Manufacturing Support which provides assembly
methodization and mechanization, producibility engineering and assembly tooling design.

-----Management-----

Student Union Board
OntbeLoose

On the Loose is an outdoor
equipment
rental
agency
sponsored by the Student Union
Board, OTL is open to UMR
students only . We are located in
T-9 across from the coal pile,
hours are 2:30 to 5:00 p.m. Mon .
thru Friday 341-4955.
Due to inflation OTL will NOT
raise the prices of their Rental.

At Texas Instruments Equipment Group a "unique"
opportunity awaits individuals with degrees in Industrial
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, and Manufacturing Technology as members of our Manufacturing
Engineering/ Control team .

TI is called "the best-managed" company. If you read
the polls, you know. TI gets the best scores.
Other companies say TI has found "the fountain of
youth ," that we've managed to stay young and vital
while growing big .
Economists are impressed that we self-fund our
growth. They are complimentary of our production and
cost controls. (Over a recent 1O-year period, TI 's unit
output per man-hour increased 13% versus a 2% gain
for the rest of the U. S. private sector. Over the same
period , our prices decreased an average of 8% per
year compared to an average 6% increase for everybody else.)
If you want intelligent, progressive management,
there 's no place like TI.

- - - - - - Environment - - - - - You will enjoy this hands-on , shirt-sleeve type job
where ability to communicate is a necessity. The
opportunity awaits you , and advancement is based
upon your capabilities. If you want a move-up environment, a place to show what you can do, there 's no
place !'ike TI.

Interviewing on Campus
September 26·27
If unable to interview at this time, send resume to:
College Relations Administrator, Equipment Group/
Texas Instruments/P.O. Box 226015, M. S. 222/ Dallas,
Texas 75266

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
I NCOR PORATED

A n eq ual op portunit y emp loyer
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And Now For Something Completely Different ... "

In season, the small coastal
resort of Monastir, a 3'h-hour
drive from Tunis, welcomes
holiday-makers from all over
Europe. Once a garrison under
Julius Caesar, it is now a pretty
town of battlements and
minarets, birthplace of Habib
Bourguiba, Tunisia's president,
who lives in the nearby summer
palace .
But
despite
its
unhurried atmosphere, it is not
unfamiliar with the intrusion of
film people. In the desert to the
south, parts of "Star Wars"
were filmed , and here, in
Monastir, Franco Zeffirelli
made his TV epic, "Jesus of
Nazareth ." His vast wood-andplaster mock-up of the Temple
of Jerusalem still stands, gently
crumbling beside the Ribat, a
fort that dates back to the 8th
Century'.

A POMPOUS PILATE - With Judea in turmoil about him , his trusted aide- portrayed by John Cleese (left), will see
Michael Pa lin (right), as Pontius Pilate, remains his usual him through whatever lies ahead. The scene is from "Life of
oblique and mostly oblivious self, secure in the belief that Brian."

It was this surviving set and
the historically intact Ribat
that drew Monty Python here to
shoot its " Life of Brian .' The
group had already established a
style of shooting comedy
against real locations back in
1974 when they adopted the
crumbling castles of Scotland to
film "Monty Python and the
Holy Grail," a medieval Quest
loosely based on the Arthurian
legend which "made 'Ben-Hur'
look like an epic." After journeying around North Africa,
director Terry Jones and
designer Terry Gilliam reached
the same conclusion as Zeffirelli - here was the perfect
place to recreate Judea at the
time of the Roman occupation .
Gilliam 's design was, however,
far more innovative - in his
mind he saw the Romans im·
posing their own architecture

II
III
I~
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FORUM II
Hairstyling

••
Are You A Unitarian-Universalist
Without Knowlrrg It?
Do you feel out -af -step when it comes to religion? Do you have

difficulty accepting those "absolute truths" and rigid dogmas you
were to ld you hod to b elieve? Are you tired of being mode to

feel guilty because you have honest doubts?
You could be a Unitorion-Unlversalist ... and not even know itl
U -Us dislike having their philosophical a nd religious ideas spoon -

fed to them .
U -U s stress the essential goodness in people , not some inherent
sinfulness .
U -Us concentra te on the here-and-now , rother than 0 hereafter .
Unitarian-Un iversalists belie.,e in a rat ional , reasonable app r oach
to religion , utili'z lng scientific Insights as well as the best Ideas
and Ideals of past and present thinkers,
Would you like to know more abo ut a religion that could attract '
Thomas Jefferson , Isaac Newton , Charles Dorwin . Florence
Nigh tingale . Olr.... er Wendell Holmes . Albert Schweitzer . Henry

Thoreau . Susan 8. Anthony . Ralph Waldo Emerson . Ell iot
Richardson , Adlai Stevenson ,

linUS

Pauling and many other s?

If you are Interelted. call 3U·1610 or 3U-7608 .

~i

~I
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Men's £:I Women's

Styling
Long or Short
We give the look you want
with complete control .

Missouri Hairstyling
Champion 1973, 1974, 1975,
and 1978
For Appointment
~1 · 2668

Tues .· Fri . 9·5 :30
Sot . 8·4:00
1431 Houck Drive Rollo , MO
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liThe Li fe

O f B ri an "
on the existing structures and
had therefore designed and
built huge Roman columns,
arches and imperial symbols
onto existing North African
walls, towers and monuments
and, with remarka ble care for
detail, created a real world
against which the comedy was
to be played.
With as much attention to
detail, the costumes were
designed with the greatest of
authentic ity for the multitude of
characters which each member
of Monty Python ·plays, in order
to emphasize even more, the
comic
absurdity
of
the
situation.
For this is the world of Monty
Python - a seemingly credible
world which creates a sense of
recognizable security, only to
be shattered by a stream of
eccentric
characters
and
situations which change forever
our vision of normalit y.
"Monty Python's Life of
Brian" was conceived early in
1976 just after the group had
successfully launched "Monty
Python and the Holy Grail" on
an eager public· and admitted
that the pain of making that
film had. after all, been
worthwh ile .
Starting with the title "Jesus
Christ. Lust for Glorv" and a
number of bad· taste jokes, the
group then discussed and read
about the period in which Christ
had lived and decided they
could not represent Christ
himself - comedy is about
awfulness not niceness and
what clearly began to interest
them most as a subject for a
comedy film was the times in
which Christ lived, with - as
the main theme - Jewish
political intrigues against the
Romans and the false messiahs
that abounded . The process of
writing and re·writin g continued until January 1978, by
which time they had refined
their script to their general
satisfaction and produced a
complete story set against a
real·life background. No longer
could it be a "cheap medieval
extravag anza" they had
written what demanded to be
filined
as
a
large·scale
production with real horses,
huge
crowds
and
air·
conditioned house trailers.
The casting of the 65 principal
characters in the story did not
cause the normal problems of
availabil ity
of
other
internation al stars for the six
member of Monty Python who,
in the best tradition of
universit y revues where
Monty Python began, share the
majority of multiple parts
between them with great
. versatilit y and economy . But
even after the distribution of the

many parts,i t was still
necessary to bring along an
equally good tradition - a
repertory company of six ad·
ditional performe rs to support
the group in the remaining
roles.
Terry Jones, who is making
his debut as sole director, (he
co-directed "Holy Grail" with
.Terry
Gilliam,
Python's
American-born designer and
animato r), still found time to
act, his most prominent role
being Mandy, the mother of
Brian. Terry Gilliam, as well as
supervising the entire design of
the film, also played several
roles while John Cleese plays
two totally opposite parts, that
of the Roman Centurion of the
Yard and Reg, the leader of the
Jewish revoluntionary group,
as well as five other characters.
Eric Idle and Michael Palin
each have a dozen parts,

leaving Graham Chapman to
carry
the
title
role
of
Brian ... and a few others.
Maybe Monty Python does
seem to take on everything
itself and perhaps this is
because it doesn't really trust
anyone outside the group to
translate its intentions, but
fundamentally Monty Python is
a writers ' commune and acting
is only a means of applying the
final touches to the real
business of comedy ..
Shooting of the film started on
September 18, 1978 and 65 days
later - after 5,000 lunches,
45,620 cups of tea, 10,530 sandwiches, 23,790 cups of cappucino, 24,015 bottles of soft
drinks, 4,995 . cakes, 14,245
bottles of water and 25,770 cups
of milk, not to mention camels,
donkeys and sheep - Monty
Python left Tunisia a good deal
fatter.

G&D STEAK HOUSE

Open 7 days

11 a.m.-9 p.m.

Forum Plaza

6 Oz. Ribeye

8 Oz. Chuck

8 Oz. Fillet

STEAK

STEAK

STEAK .

2 .50 2.2 0 3. 10

Terry Gilliam stars as a Roman jailer in Monty Python's
"Life of Brian."

KIC K
OFF
WE EK EN D
With ANew Pair of
From

BIL LIE -JACK'S

11th & Pine

Downtown Rolla

Includes Baked Potato or French Fries & Texas Toast.
Free Ice Cream.

DlAl·AN·ENGINEERING CAREER:

with General Telephone Co.
lof Illinois
Openings for these
Engineering Disciplines:
ElECTRICAL
MECHANICAL
CIVil
COMPUTER
GENERAL

An Equal Opp o rtun i ty
Empl o y e r
.

Sign Up at the
Placement Office
For Our Sept. 27th
Campus Interviews

CEii3

GEnE RAL TELE PHon E

RANSDALL
DISTRIBUTING

18 th 5 tree tat Frisco Track s
Rolla . 341·3
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Barksdale To Speak
Clarence C. Barksdale, St.
Louis bank executive, will
discuss the effects of inflation
and
a
rapidly
changing
economy on the Midwest
businessman at 2:30 p.m.,
Tuesday, Sept. 25, in Centennial
Hall, University of MissouriRolla.
Barksdale is chief executive
officer and chairman of the
First Union
Ban board,
corporation and First National
Bank in St. Louis.
Everyone is invited to hear
his talk, participate in the
question and answer period,
and attend a reception afterward in the Miner Lounge.
Because of his corporate and
civic involvement, Barksdale
was one of a handful of persons
featured in a story , " Youth
Takes Over in Corporate St.
Louis" in the New York Times,
and, in 1974, was selected by
Time magazine as one of the
nation 's 200 "faces for the
future ...

He will also address the Rolla
Kiwanis Club the same day .
In the 18-bank Missouri-based
holding company, First Union
Bancorporation, he began as
executive vice president in '
1972 and became chairman of
the board and chief executive
officer in 1978.
His civic activities have kept
pace with his professional involvement.
In 19611, 10 years alter he first
began his employment at the
bank, he was elected executive
vice president and became
president of First National two
years later at the age of 37. He
was named chief operating
offi cer in 1973, chief executive
officer in 1974, and in March of
1976, assumed his present
responsibilities .

,
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BeerWar?

During the period when
everyone,
including
ADVERTISING AGE, was lauding
Miller Brewing Co. for its
marketing prowess - in particular the classic Lite beer
success - the brewer made
what may turn out to be
alikewise-classic mistake.
Although the facts aren 't all
in yet, it appears that Miller
blew it when it acquired the
Lowenbrau brand from its
German owners to mount an
assault on Anheuser-Busch's
Michelob in the superpremium
beer
segment.
Not
that
acquiring Lowenbrau was a
wrong move; far from it. But
the decison to use that valued
name and image for taking on
an American category seems
wasteful. Miller can argue that
it could not economically import Lowenbrau in the volume it
wanted to generate. Thus, the

decision to brew it here. We
can't argue with its sales goal,
or the advertising with which it
sought to accomplish it. But
and
competitor
consumer
complaints about its U.S. origin
have finally dictated that
commercials declare it to be "a
truly great American beer."
And that's not the image the
name conjures up.
Pre-Miller, the name meant
top-of-the-line, quality, Germany 8 as did the less wellknown Wurzburger. A limited
market at the time, to be surenot what Miller was alter. But
since the decision to launch
Ell

HI

~

H.iI

Lowenbrau into the superpremium race, the import
category has been growing
nicely. Anheuser is going into
the category
through an
agreement with Wurzburger.
And where is the brand that
should dominate the business?
On the air calling itself" a truly
great American beer."
So Miller must now combat
Wurzburger by creating a new
brand, Munich Oktoberfest.
That's as close as you can get to
a truly German name, if you
don't have one. Isn't it a shame
the name Lowenbrau no longer
represents a truly great German beer?

'8~Ell

'03'

e======a

SPI, AH Games • D & D Supplies

~

~ lO~~P?~~ C~~I~:~ ~~~~J581 ,i

His banking career star ted in
1958 with the First National
Bank in St. Louis in their
executive training program . In
1961, he was elected assistant
vice president after one year as
assistant cashier. In 1964, the
same year he graduated from
Rutgers ·University's Stonier
Gradu ate School of Bank ing.

~-----------~
Sports ~ans
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, Bet

You
Didn't
Know

Brought to You By
Jim Wood, c. L.U.

, Here's a tough baseball ques··'
Ition... Who holds the all ·time big'
,league record for batting in the'
most runs in one season?... Answer'
is NOT Babe Ruth or Hank Aaron k
,or Ted Williams or any of the slug· ,
~er s you usually think of,
first...Record is held by Hack,
I Wilson who dro ve in 190 runs for,
.'the Cubs in 1930... Nobody in the,
1majors has ever topped that.
,

I
I

...

, Did you know there was once a'
,professional boxing match in WhiChl'
'both fighters KNOCKED EA CH
laTHER OUT! ... lt was a match,
some years ago between Ea rl,
Williams and John King ... ln thC)
,4th round. both men threw a,
,knockout punch and connected on,
,each other at the same time... Both J
.,fell to the Ooor and were counted,
,0UI! ... How was the fight scored? ...
,was called a dra~..
,

I

lt,

" Has any player ever played ALL.'
9 positions in one major league '
'baseball game? ... Oddl Y enough. it I
Ihas happened ... Bert Campaneris did'
l it for the A's in a game in 1965. a nd'
cesa r Tovar did it for the Twins in'
a game in 1968.
,

II

II

••.

!

be t you didn't know... that Don,
IGibson and Jim Wood have both ,
on the Boa rd of Directors of,
ri Association of Life ,
nriP'c w ,·,,
· P C<
A tribute to Ihese ,
See ..

IH offers you all 4 reasons!
Excellent lifestyle_
International Harvester operations are located in
cities like San Diego. Fort Wayne. Louisville.
Moline. and the Chicago suburbs. You get the
best of both worlds: urban culture and amenities
and the countryside but a short drive away. Or. if
you want total cosmopolitan excitement. IH World
Headquarters is on the "Magnificent Mil e" of
Michigan Avenue. in Chi cago.

Stimulating environment.
The new IH atmosphere is dynamic The latest
state of the art is being sought for every activity.
College graduates will be instrumental in meeting
the technological chal lenges of the future. The
effect is catalytic. energizing and inspiring. for
newcomers and long-timers alike.

s
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Solid future_
IH builds basic machinery 10 provide the rno'>l
basic needs of people worldwide: food and fi~er .
transportati on. construcli on. energy. No other
company has a greater combinatioll of 1ruck,>. ag ricultural eq uipment. conslruClion alld illdu'>trial
equipment. lurbo machinery. and cornrOllellh.
Fev. co mrallie'> uffer you a futurc ha"l'd on '>lI( h
cr ilica lly import ant need':..

Challenging assignment.
The new IH is on the march. Technologica l advancement. design leadership. marketing impacl
and ma nagement excellence are major tar gels.
You' ll be challenged from Ihe starllo stretch your
mind. present ideas. reach for breaklhro ughs.
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International Harvester Company will be
interviewing on Thursday, Oct. 4th at the
Placement Office.
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"Time
After
Time"
H.G. Wells, who we know as
the author of "The War of the
Worlds," "The Island of Dr.
Moreau," "The Invisible Man,"
and "The Shape of Things to
Come," was a futurist who
predicted
many
of
the
developments of the 20th
Century,
including
space
travel, moonl~ndings , socialist
societies,
and
women's
emanCipation . In his novel "The
Time Machine," he foresaw the
day when man would be able to
travel backward and forward
intime.
"Time
After
Time, "
a
Warner Bros.-Orion Pictures
release through Warner Bros .,
starts with the premise that
Wells actually constructed the
time machine which he wrote
about. The film is a romantic
thriller in what Wells . the
scientific genius, tracks Jack
the Ripper, the criminal genius,
from 19th Century London to
20th Centurv San Francisco in
order to bring the Ripper to
justice .
When he is transported in his
time machine to sophisticated,
modern San Francisco, Wells
seems to be more of a babe in
the woods than a sophisticated
Victorian gentleman . What he
finds is that some of his
predictions have come about ,
while others, like a utopian
society, have not. And. some
real surprises also await him such as comic encounters with
see-through pants, escalators,
TV commercials , McDonalds
and a very romantic encounter
with a very liberated pady .
Some of the film's most
suspenseful
moments were
filmed by director Nicholas
Meyer on location in San
Francisco. The locations in clude the turn-of-the-centurv
Palace of Fine Arts, the ultra·
modern Hyatt Regency Hotel
and the Muir Woods . Meyer,
who authored both the novel
and screenplay for "The SevenPer-Cent Solution," based his
screenplay for "Time After
Tim~ " on a story by Karl
Alexander and Steve Hayes.
"Time After Time " stars
Malcolm
McDowell, David
Warner and Mary Steenburgen
and was produced by Herb
Jaffe. The film 's score was
composed by Miklos Rozsa
whose other credits include
"Spellbound," "The Thief of
Bagdad," and "Quo Vadis'"

cluding
"Tom
Jones, "
"Morgan, " " The Fixer," "The
Ballad of Cable Hogue, " "Straw
Dogs " and "Nightwing." He
was nominated for an Emmy
Award for his portrayal of
Heidrich in the recentlv acclaimed
TV
mini-se'ries
"Holocaust. "

BEAUTIFUL BAIT- Mary
Steenburg portrays a young
bank executive who assists
H, G. Wells in his pursuit of
Jack
the
Ripper
by
becoming the beautiful bait
for the legendary killer who
Wells has followed through
time from 19th century
London to modern-day San
Francisco in "Time After
Time".
The
romantic
thriller was written and
directed by Nicholas Meyer
and produced by Herb Jaffe.

Campus Days...
.~~
\~/

"I spent my freshman year looking for a parking space."

About The Stars
MALCOLM
MCDOWELL,
who stars as H.G . Wells, is a
native of Leed's, England . He
made his motion picture debut
in a small part in "Poor Cow " in
1967, and spend a season with
the Royal Shakespeare Company in London . He is perhaps
best known for his chilling
portrayal of the bully-boy in
Stanley Kubrick 's "A Clock work Orange ." He also has to
his credit .. If. ... ," "Figures in a
Landscape."
"The
Raging
Moon," "0 Lucky M an' " and
"Royal Flash ."
DAVID WARNER stars in th e
role of Dr. Stevenson iJ ack th e
Rippen, one that demand s the
audience
believe
in
the
schizophrenic realiti es of th e
character. Warner ha s appeared in numerous films in ·

...

~ -----~

The Joseph Schlitz Brewing
Company certifies Schlitz to be a
beer of uncompromising excellence, expertly brewed using only
pure water, the very finest barley
malt, and select hops and grains.
Every drop carefully aged and
chill-Iagered for superior quality.

Schlitz makes 'em great.
<e,l 1979 Jos Sc hIlt z Br eWing Co . Milwaukee, WIS
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Six stories, one plot:

The Romance of OurAge
is Technology.
;;;Mj
:
•
'1: ' ;.
IT' .

""

R ende~vo u s

In Spain.
%
You're a software
.' ','. applications
spec ial ist.
, ' .When you picked

as . . .

..

, __ '. !hi","", Y"

never dreamed that one day you 'd
re ndezvous in Barcelona , Spain
with two Navy destroyers.
But when your company is Texas
Instruments and one of your customers is the U. S. Sixth Fleet, you
learn to expect the unexpected .
The destroyers are equipped with
TI computers and they need new
software fast. You come aboard and
sail with the Fleet until your job is
completed.
Not a bad assignment for a software specialist name'd Susie. You 're
glad you got into technology.
The Incredible
Talking Chip.
You 're an integrated circuit
designer at TI.
You 've helped
find a way to make
a chip talk , something no integrated
circuit has ever done before.
First application : an electronic
aid that helps children learn t o spell.
The world 's first talking textbook .
And that's just the beginning.
The talking chip 's potent ial is m indbending . You ' re glad you got into
technology.

The Salesman's
Dream .
Yo u 're a TI sa les
engineer. You 've
got what is probab ly one of the
most irres istib le
se lli ng messages in t he history o f
salesmanship.
It goes like t h is: " Hold thi s TI -59
Scientific Calculator in your hand.
Now, let 's compare it to the most
popular computer of the 1950sthe IBM 650.
" The 650 weighed almost three
tons , required five to 10 tons of air
conditioning and 45 square feet of
floor space . And it cost $200 ,000
in 1955 money.
" Now look at the TI-59 Calcu lator
you ' re holding in the palm of your
hand. It has a primary memory
capacity more than double that of
the 650. It performs its principal
functions five to 10 times faster.
And it retails for under $300. "
With a story like this , the hardest
part of your job is holding onto your
sample . You're glad you got into
technology.
The Joy Of
Complication.
You 're in semiconductor design
at TI. You love it
when people at
parties ask you
what you do. You say, " I make
things complicated ." (Pause.)
" In fact. I got promoted recen tl y for
creating some major complications."
What yo u mean (but se ldom
explain) is this : the more act ive
element groups (AEGs) you can p ut

on a sing le c h ip of sili co n, th e mo re
t he average AEG cost goes down.
In sho rt , yo u make th ings cheaper
by making them more co mpli cated.
Yo u r wo rk made it possib le for a
TI co nsu me r p ro du ct th at so ld t h ree
years ago for abou t $70 to se ll
today fo r $ 14.95.
Your future looks wonderf ull y
comp li cate d . Yo u 're at abou t 100,000
AEGs per chip now and 1,000 ,000
is in sight.
You 're glad you got into techno logy.

...-

~
t
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Outsma rti ng
Smog.
You 've always
designed airborne radars for

:
TI customers.
.
..."'
Now, all of a
sudden you know your next radar
design is going to stay at the airport.
On the ground .
It's on the ground that traffic
controllers at Los Ange les Internationa l Airport have a prob lem.
They can " see ' incoming and out going airplanes on the ir radar j ust
fine , so long as n . airplanes are in
the air.
But when the airplanes are on the
ground-touching down , taking off ,
taxiing , parking - t hey are some times impossible to see and control.
Ground smog obscures them.
You believe you have an answer
to the smog problem. You dig out
the p lans for an airborne groundmapping radar you he lped design.
You adapt the desig n so the LA.
controllers can use it to see through
smog. It works beautifull y.
Today your smog -p ierc ing radar
is widely know n as Ai rport Surface

Detecti o n Equipm ent (ASDE ). It's
sta ndard eq uip men t at L. A, Inte rnat ional and at th e airpo rt i n
Geneva , Switzer land , Oth er airpo rts
w ith smog and snow prob lem s are
expec ted to hav e it s oon.
Yo u 're g lad yo u 're in technology.
Oil Sleuths
International.
You're a geophysicist. A good
o ne. You cou ld be
with any of the big
o il companies. Bu t
you wanted to get wit h a c~mpany
whose specialty is.t he same as
yours. Exploration.
That 's why you 're at TI , in
Geophysica l Service.
TI explorer ships, TI photo geo logic aircraft and TI truck- and
tractor-mounted vibrator systems
are work in g all over t he wor ld.
They 're finding o il. And they're
iden t ifying areas where no oi l
exists, t hereby sav in g h uge losses
in drill ing costs,
Also, Tl's wor ldwide co mpu ter
network and its Ad va nce d Sc ien t ific
Co m pute r is maki ng 3-D recordi ng
and processin g poss ibl e. Thi s ex clusive exp loration technique is the
only pract ica l way to unscramble
" no - record" areas on land and sea,
Yo u 're a hap py sleu t h. You're in
on the biggest hunt in history. And
your team is out in front.
Yo u 're glad yo u got into
technology.
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If you're not in technology yet, think it over.
If you are in technology, talk to Texas Instruments.
Campus Interviews
Sept. 26-28

learl
from

See what TI is doing in:
Microcomputers an d micropro cessors
Semicondu ctor memories
Linear semicondu ctor devices
Mi croelectronic digital watches
Calculators
Minicomputers : hardware, software
and systems featuring software
co mpatibility with microprocessors
• Di stributed co mputing systems
• Electronic data terminals
• Pro grammable control systems
• Data exchange' systems
• Advanced Sci entifi c Computers
• Digital seismi c data acqui sition
systems
•
•
•
•
•
•

Send for the 34-page picture story
of TI people and places.

Write : George Berryman , Texas Instruments
Corporate Staffing , p, O. Box 225474 ,
M. S, 67, Dept. CG , Dallas, Texas 75265

• Air traffic control radar and Discrete
Address Beacon Systems
• Microwave landing systems
• Radar and infrared systems
• Guidance and controls for tactical
missiles
• Worldwide geophysical services
• Clad metals for automotive trim ,
thermostats , and electrical contacts
• Interconnection products for electronic telephone switching systems
• Temperature-sensitive controls for
automobiles and appliances
• Keyboards for calculators and for
many other products

1

~

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORA T ED

An Equal Opportunity Employer M / F
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O ne M or e Da y Un til
Se pt em be rfe st
Cam pus Inter view s

TI Eq ui pm en t Gr ou p
( Photo by Schaeff er)

Tra diti ona l Mu sci ans
At Big Sp ring
The Midwest is full of old and
well-established ethnic music
traditions carried on by a few,
usually older people . Malcolm
Dalglish and Grey Larsen , two
young musicians from Cincinnati,
perform
material
based on what they have
learned from talking to and
playing with such people. Their
repertoire includes ballads,
stories, hymns, work songs, and
dance tunes from the Appalachian Mountains and Ohio
and Mississippi River Valleys,
as well as a broad range of
tradition al
material
froip
Ireland, Scotland, and England,
from which much Midwestern
music evolved.
They perform on a variety of
tradition al
instruments including hammer dulcimer,
Irish (lute, tin whistle, English
concertina,
fiddle,
guitar,
plucked
dulcimer,
spoons,.
bones, tamborine, and even
their own bodies, having
learned "ham bone " techniques
from ghetto children .

Malcolm and Grey wfll be in
Carter County on Friday, Sept.
21. They will perform in three
mini-concerts during the day at
the Ellsinore High School, the
the Van Buren High School, and
the Riverways Manor NurSing
Home . At 7:30 p.m. at Big
Spring, Ozark National Scenic
Riverways, Malcolm and Grey
will present a full length concert. This may also include
group singing and square
dancing.
Everyone is invited to attend
and enjoy their tradition al and
blue grass music. Tickets are
$2.00 for adults, $1.00 for
students , 50 cents for children,
and $1 .50 for Carter County Arts
Society members . In case of
rain, the concert will be held at
7:30 p.m . in the Van Buren High
School gymnasium.
This event is sponsored by the
Carter County Arts Society,
Ozark National Scenic Riverways, and the Missouri Arts
Council.
For
further
information call 323-4670 or 3234722.

Trade in your
GOLD
high school ring...
on any Jostens' College Ring

good $51°O-Mens
for $23°O-Ladies
SPECIAL OFFE RING TODAY!
A new LUSTRIU M College Ring$ 395
(America's newest fine jeweler's alloy)

7

Your cost with trade in ...

Match your degre e to our multit ude of openi ngs.
(V.s. Citizenship required)

- - - - - - - - -- - Degre es - -- - - - - - - -

Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Industrial Engineering
Materials Science
Engineering Physics
Engineering Mechanics

- - - -- - - - - - Open ings - - - - - - - - -

Enginee ring/Co mputer
Softwar e/Hardw are
Microwave Development
Field Test Support
Logic Design
Optics Design - Thin Film Coating
Environmental Design
Space Telecommunications
Infrared Reconnaissance
ThinlThick Film Design
Fab Liaison Engineering
Test Equipment Design
NC Programming
Systems Analysis
Cryogenics-Heat Transfer
Manufacturing Supervision
Printed Wiring Board Engineering
FAB Methods
Signal Processing
Production Contol
Functional Manufacturing Engineering
Project Manufacturing
Engineering Control
Digital/Analog Circuit Design
Thermal Analysis
Mechanical Packaging
Tool Design
Antenna Design
Laser Development

Discover all the glitter and glamour, spectacular sport and high fashion
Dallas is
famous for - yet an economical place to make a home. Cost of
living is way below
the 'urban U.S. average . And there's no state income tax. The country'
s 7th largest
city has year-round sunshine plus lots of lakes and facilities to enjoy
it. Dallas and
surrounding area has 47 colleges , 50 hospitals, 2 major medical
education and
research institutions, and a wealth of major media and entertain
ment.

Interv iewin g on Camp us
Septe mber 26·27
If unable to interview at this time, send resume to : Ruth Lodowsk
ilTexas Instruments/P. O. Box 226015 , M.S. 222/Dallas, Texas 75266 .

4P

$51°O -Ladi es

_ --._.......==--

~~~====~~--

Radar Design
Computer Software
Assembly Methods
Comput er-aided DeSign
Compu ter-aided Testing
Aerodynamics
Control Systems
Applied Mechanics
Quality and Reliability Assurance
Manufacturing Information Systems
Microprocessor Design
Minicomputer Applications
Mechancial Design
Automated Test Equipment
Manufa cturing
Project-oriented
Manufacturing involving:
• Coordinating
Manufacturing
Schedule Commitments
• Cost-Control/Budget
Development
• Use of Real-Time
Computer Systems
Manufacturing SuperviSion
Assembly Methods
Fab Methods
Tool Design
NC Programming

- - - - - - - - - - . Live in Dallas - - - - - - - The South west' s large st and livelie st metro polita n area.

$239 5-Me n

September 24· 29 from 9·5
Campus Bookstore

Optics (Engineering)
Manufacturing Technology
Process and Plastics
Engineering
Computer Science
(Software/Hardware)

TE XA S

INS TR UM EN TS

INCO RPO RAT ED
An equal opportu nit y emplo yer M / F

...
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Miners To Face Pittsburg
By ED RANDALL
The Miners will go up against
their toughest opponent thus
far, when they play Pittsburg
State at Pittsburg, Kansas, this
Saturday evening. Kick-off is
scheduled for 7:30 p.m. The
Miners coming off of a victory
against William Penn and a tie
with Missouri Valley will have
their hands full, with the
defending co-champion from
the CSIA League. Pittsburg
ended the season last year 7-3,
with one of their losses being to
UMR,38-21.
So far the Guerrillas have
beaten Northwest Missouri
State 21-14 and lost to Southwest
Missouri State 41-37. Pittsbufl!

was ahead last week against
S.M.S . at halftime but things
just seem to have fallen apart in
their second half.
Coach Finley feels that Mark
Hittner, ' quarterback,
and
Richard Overton, running back,
are both exceptional players for
Pittsburg. Overton, standing
6'2" at 200 pounds is a strong
hitter when he has the ball.
There is some uncertainty
about some of the Miners
starting this Saturday. Some of
them have a pulled muscle
which could keep them on the
sidelines. Paul Sullentrop has
regained enough strangth in his
knee to take over kicking duties
this Saturday . Sullentrop will
not play defense, so that he

doesn' t take a chance of reinjuring his knee. As of Monday
Sullentrop still looked a little
rusty.
During practice the offensive

line looked exceptionally well
and will be ready for a hard
hitting game against the
Guerrillas.

·M -Club
Athlete
Pat Becker a junior on the defeated the Bulldogs 5-0.
newly formed varsity soccer
Also Singled out by the coahteam was selected as the M- ces .this past week were Brent
Club Athlete of the Week . Pat Haefner for his performance in
had a good game Tuesday the cross-country meet last
against the Kirksville Bulldogs weekend and Don Anselm for
tallying a goal, a penalty kick, his soccer play Tuesday .
and an assist as the Miners

Miners Kick Northeast, 50-0
By GERRY SCHNITZLER
The UMR kickers jinxed the
soccer squad from Northeast
Missouri State University last
Teusday evening, downing their
opponents 5-0 at Rolla . Dave
Slama recorded his first shutout
of the season .
A good crowd attended the
game, but there is still room for
more spectators. Come out and
watch an NCAA matchup - it's
exciting. Both NMSU and UMR
are in their first year of intercollegiate
soccer
competition and enthusiasm runs
high .

Team

The game Tuesda y evening
with NMSU featured a surefooted , passing UMR offense.
The ' Miner squad had several
missed scoring opportunites in
the first half but only managed
to capitalize twice . Matt Narzinski scored on an assist by
Don Anselm at twenty -eight
minutes, and just four minutes
later Don Anselm tagged the
ball by an NMSU fullback on an
assist by Pat Becker for score
number two.
Just seven minutes into the
second half Pat Becker put the

Intramural Standings
(Final) 1978-79
Total Points

Acacia
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Assn. of Black Students
African Students Assn.
Baptist Student Union
Beta Sigma Psi
Campus Club
Chinese Student Assn .
Delta Sigma Phi
Delta Tau Delta
F.E.L.A.
Christian Campus House
G.D.I.
Graduate Students Assn .
Kappa Alpha
Kappa Sigma
Lambda Chi Alpha
Mates
Residence Hall Assn .
Pi Kappa Alpha
Pine Street Housing Assn .
Phi Kappa Theta
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma N
Sigma Pi
Sigma Tau Gamma
Tech. Engine Club
Theta Xi
Thomas Jefferson Housing Assn .
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Triangle
Wesley
Alpha Phi Alpha
Pi Kappa Phi

Place

978
1299
1201
513
138
1985
1578
607
1667
1361
1012
1217
2288
1063
1970
2363.5
2012
1075
1791
2171
2218
2843 .5
2532.5
1860
1532
2429
1258
1726
2468
1784
1212
215
302

10

5
9

Miners on top 3-0. The UMR
offense looked much sharper in
passing and ball control than
their
NMSU
counterparts,
causing plays to happen instead
of waiting.
Twenty-three minutes went
by in the second half when Uko
scored on an assist by Grant. At
forty-four minutes into the
second half Becker booted a

penalty kick by the Kirksville
goalie to give the Miners an
impressive 5-0 victory.
The Miners are now I and I on
the year. UMR next plays
Logan College and Belleville
Area Junior College away. The
next three games are in Rolla
and offer an excellent opportunity
for
student
involvement and support. South-

west Missouri State University7
will be here Saturday, Sept. 29th
at 1:00; Forest Park Community College will play here
the following Sunday at 2: 30. On
October 5 Central Missouri
State University will be in town '
for a 5:00 game. Come on out to
the outfield of the UMR
baseball field and watch our
Miners kick it!

Title Nine Update
Campus Digest News Service
On April 22, it was time for
the women athletes to be heard.
They came from all over the
country to Washington D.C. to
protest against the protesters of
Title
IX's
application
to
collegiate sports.
The rally began in front of the
White House, then shifted to
Capitol Hill, where some
legislators are battling Health
Education and Welfare rulings
which call for equal per capita
spending for male and female
athletes.
The women, wno were bussed
in from all over the country ,
were also urged to meet with
their respective congressmen
while in the capitol.
According to press 'accounts,
the women athletes mobilized
after
Joseph
Califano,
secretary of HEW, warned
women athletic officials that
Congressmen would put up a
strong fight against the Title IX
application
to
women's
athletics.

The
Association
of
Intercollegiate
Athletics
for
----;..;..---------.;;.;;,;~--_____..J Women, the female equivalent
of the National Collegiate
Athletic Association, joined
the
National
forces
with
Coalition for Women and Girls
in
Education
and
other
women's groups to lead the
By GERRY SCHNITZLER '''~I!Ue UMR could be involved
demonstrations.
with . Right now the girls
Are you interested in a practice Monday nights at 8: 30
Barring
legislative
inWomen's Club soccer team at and Tuesday through Thursday
terference, HEW will release its
UMR? It just may soon be a at 6:00 p.m. on the intramural
IX
athletic
final
Title
reality-pending sponsor's ap- fields . Any girls interested in
regulations
sometime
this
proval. The Gateway Soccer playing are encouraged to come
summer, for implementation in
Association is the present ou t to practice .
the fall .

Women's Soccer

7

The wire services report that
several
congressmen
are
planning to attach riders to
nonrelated
legislation
that
would
exempt
revenueproducing sports from the equal
per capital spending formula
discussed by Califano since
December.
Earlier attempts to exclude
revenue-producing sports from
Title IX guidelines have failed
in Congress.
Revenl,le producing sports,
such as football, pay for nonrevenue producing sports, such
as most women's athletic
programs and male sports such
as golf, track and cross country.
The revenue producing sports
also have athletics who have a
lot of money spent on them. To
give a women's field hockey
player the same benefits as a
halfback on the football team,
say athletic directors, would be
financially disasterous.
The major NCAA member
colleges
have
hired
a
Washington D.C .-based public
relations firm to argue their
case with legislators and
bureaucrats.
A thletic directors all over the
country
have
predicted
financial
doom
for
their
departments if equal per capita
psending is enforced.
The
women
protesters,
however, claim that progress
towards equality in athletics
The Title IX law, approved by
Congress in 1972, has already
helped women's athletics rise
from a level of almost intramural quality to a level of
quality approaching some of the

d

male sports.
There is one thing proponents
and opponents of Title IX agree
on - the next few months are
crucial. HEW is considering the
opinions and information from
University
officials
it
requested, but so far college
administrators are pessimistic
that Califano will sway from his
December stand.
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PUT'EM
AWAY

JUST.FOR

A DAY.

II you can live Wllhout
your ciga rettes lor one
day. you might find you
can live Without them
forever So put 'em away
Just for a day Thursday
November 15

~

THE GREAT AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT.

• Am eriton Cancer Society.
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UM C Do wn s Ru gg ers
By JERRY WEILAND
The UMR Ruggers lost in
their second outing of the
season
Saturday
to
the

Universi ty
of
MissoUTlColumbia , 34-7. The Miners
were hampered by the absence
of five starters who were on
business elsewhere during the

occasion. The only points
scored by UMR were a try by
Steve Melina and a penalty kick
by Mike Eversman.

Wate r Polo

Mi ne rs Ta ke Tw o
By JERRY WEILAN D
The UMR waterpolo team
plunged into the season opener
head first and came up with 20-5
and 16-7 victories over Purdue
and Principia respectively .
Offensively the Miners played
impressively led by Adams with
10 goals and Dickenson with 8
goals and 11 assists. Bess and
Homoky also had a good day
with 5 goals each. Raskin had 3
and Eintwistl e 2, with 8 assists .
Tom Beyer played outstanding
defense at goal as he held the

opponents to 12 pOints on the
day . Indeed, it was a fine day
for the Miners. Please come out
and support the team as they

'host the seven-team Miner
tournament here in Rolla on
October 5, 6 at the Multipurpose
Building .

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
Auto Parts- Acces sories
Speed Equip ment
Disco unt Prices to All

OPEN SUNDAYS 10 AM-3 PM

513 Hwy. 63 South

Rolla

364-5252

"Coldes t beer in town bar none"
Compet itive prices on 1/2 bb l.

Beverage Mart
1021 Kingshighway·Next to Piua Hut
7:00 a.m. to Midnight

Sports Uniform s
& Equipm ent
OFFICIAL MINER T-SHIRTS
& JERSEYS
FRATERNITY JERSEYS
HOUSE JERSEYS
SILK SCREENED SHIRTS
TROPHIES & ENGRA VING
7' Per Letter
ALL SWIMW EAR 112 PRICE
SPORT SHOES

ATIEN TION
SKIERS!
Part· time stude nt sales represen·
tati ve position ava ila ble for
1979·1980 school yea r. Job in·
volves promoting high qualit y ski
a nd sun tri ps on camps fo r com·
mission plus free sk iing. To
qualify. individual must be hig hly
moti va ted. Please ca ll or write for
a n applica tion.
Summit Travel. Inc.
Parkade Plaza
Suite II
Columbia. MO 65201
341 ·874·6171

Intra mura l Rock Mov ing?

ng . Tr aining . Ba sk et ball . Foo tball .
Te nni s

FRATERNITY PRICES
PONY SHOES 112 PRICE
Und er N ew O wne r sh i p

As one of the world 's leading suppliers of
advanc ed systems and components for aerospace manufacturers , we play a vital role on
craft such as the space shuttle, all U.S. commercial jets, current military programs, and a
numbe r of business jets. Sundstrand also is
known for its products in energy systems , air
comfort , power transmission, and flu id handling.
If you 're interested in a creative engineering
environ ment wher.e you can work with outstanding professionals, investigate Sundstrand. We
offer competitive salaries , strong benefits , and a
genero us educational reimbursement program .
Our headquarters are in Rockford , Illinois, a
medium -sized commu nity with varied employment opportunities for spouses.
On-campus interviewer ... Vic Barnard

HEY -== ==1003 PINE
ROLLA
364-5495

SPORT
shop

4751 Harriso n Avenue
Rockfor d, IL 61101
An Equal OpportuOity Employer M/ F
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• Home Team

SEPTEMBER 21, 1m
PROBAE'LE LOSERS & SCORES
PROBABLE WINNER~ORES
Gla,,'bol 'o ::;tate
-West Chester State~
Efl ;Z, l2.22.
SEPTEMB
SATURDAY,
BAYL0 fl..... ••• •.•••• 7
·ALABAMA ........ ..... 24
Junia ta •••...•• ...•• 14
-Albrig ht ••••.••• •••• 21
Valpara: .so •••••••• •• 14
.Alma ••.•••.• •..••••• 21
Springfi~ld •••••••• • 13
-Amhers t ••••.••• ••••• 14
Western Ca rolina •••• 13
·Appala chian State ••• 35
TOLEDO ........ ...... 7
.ARIZONA STATE ....... 38
TEXAS TECH ........ .. 1 3
·ARIZONA ........ ..... 14
So. Illinois ••••••.• 1 4
.Arkans as State •••.•• 21
OKLAHOMA STATE •••••• 14
.ARKANSAS ••••.••• •••• 21
SO. MISSISS IPPI ..... 14
-AUBURN ........ ...... 31
side ••.••.•• • 13
Morning
.Augusta na (S.D.) •••• 35
Western Kentuck y •••• 20
-Austin Peay State ••• 21
-Capita l •••.•..• .••• 7
Baldwin -Wallace •••••• 24
-Kent State ........ . 113
Ball State ........ ... 28
4
(N .Y.)
.Union
28
Bates ........ ........
-Lock Haven State •• , 14
Bloomsb urg State ••.•• 28
17
Akron ••...••• ••••.••
-Boise State •••••••• • 28
VILLANOVA ••••••• •.•• 20
-BOSTON COLLEGE •••••• 21
New Hampshi re ••••••• 20
21
•••••
-Boston U••••.••
-YALE •••.••.• • ..•••• 14
BROWN •••••••• •••••••• 17
SAN JOSE STATE •••••• 14
.CALIFORNIA •••••••• •• 24
.Bowling Green •..••• 14
21
Central Michiga n •••••
Seton Hall ........ .. 14
.Cheyne y State ....... 21
Genev a....... ....... 7
-Clarion State ....... 28
Lehigh •••••••• •••••• 14
-Colgate •••••••• ••••• 21
DRAKE ••••••• ••••.••• 14
-COLORADO •••••••• •••• 35
Northea stern ........ 14
-C. W. Post ........ .. 21
PRINCETON •••••••• ••• 14
.DARTMOUTH •••••••. ••• 17
.Butle r....... ...... 6
Dayton ........ ....... 21
Huskingu m ••••••.• .•• 14
-Deniso n •••••••• ••••• 21
.WAKE FOREST •••••••• 17
EAST CAROLINA •••••••• 21
-East Tenness ee State 14
24
Eastern Kentuck y
ir State ••••• 14
Montcla
-East Stroudsb urg St •• 24
.Grambl ing •..•.••• •• 7
Florida A. & H ••••••• 17
MIAMI (FLA.) ........ 14
-FLORIDA STATE ....... 24
GEORGIA TECH •••••••• 14
-FLORIDA ........ ..... 17
Rochest er •••.•.•. ••• 14
-Fordham •••••••• ••••• 28
Gettysb urg •••••••• •• 6
21
-Frankl in & Marshal l
-CLEMSON ••...••• •••• 13
GEORGIA •••••••• •••••• 14
-COLUMBIA .••••.•• •.• 20
HARVARD •.•••.•• •..••• 21
-DePauw . • . • . • • • • • • • • 7
Hope •••••••• •.•••••• • 2 4
13
Eastern Michiga n
-Illino is State ••.••• 14
-AIR FORCE ACADEMY •• 14
ILLINOIS ••••••• •••.•• 21
14
•
...•••••
,
in.
-Frankl
Indiana Central •••••• 24
14
Cortlan d State
-Ithaca •••••.• •.••.•• 31
~4
-Niss. Valley State
Jackson State ••.••••• 21
14
••.•••
-Sydney
Hampden
-James Madison ••••••• 21
OREGON STATE •••••••• 14
-KANSAS STATE ••.••••• 17
-INDIANA •••..••. •.•• 20
KENTUCKY •...••.. ••••• 21
-Davidso n •••••••• ••• 20
Lafayet te •••••••. •••• 21
Dickins on •••••••. ••• 14
-Lebano n Valley •••••• 24
RICE.. . • ..• .• .. . •• •• 7
-LOUISIANA STATE ••••• 24
-Lamar •••.••.• •••••• 14
Louisian a Tech ••••••• 24
CINCINNATI ...... " •• 14
*LOUISVILLE ........ .. 17
•••••.•• •••••• 7
Wilkes
-Lycomin g •••••.•• .••• 21
HISSISS IPPI STATE ••• 14
.MARYLAND •••••••• •••• 17
Maine. . ••.•. . . • . . •.• 6
-Massac husetts ••••••• 34
N. E. Louisian a ••••• 14
.McNees e State ••••••• 28
-WICHITA STATE •••.•• 14
24
MEMPHIS STATE
Hofstra .••..••• •..•• 13
.Hercha nt l1arines •••• 14
MIAMI (OHIO) ••.••••• 14
-MICHIGAN STATE •••••• 28
KANSAS .. ..• ••• . • .••• 7
.MICHIGA N •••••••• •••• 31
•... ..• •..••..• 14
Colby
28
-Middle bury •••.•••• .•
Edinbor o State •••••• 14
-Miller sville State •• 28
MISSISS IPPI ........ . 14
MISSOURI ........ ..... 24
-Id aho S tate ••••..•• 14
Montana State •••••••• 31
14
- Delawar e Valley
Moravia n ••••.••• •.••• 21
Middlb Tenness ee St •• 14
-Morehe ad State •••••• 24
-Johns Hopkins ••.••• 14
Muhlenb erg •••••••• ••• 35
CONIiECTICUT .... • .• •• 7
-NAVY ••••••.• •••.•••• 31
·IOWA ••.. , ••••.•.. .• 7
NEBRASKA •••••••• ••••• 28
Indiana State ....... 14
-New Mexico State .... 17
-HAWAII •••••..• ••.•• 14
NEW MEXICO •••••••• ••• 17
VIRGINIA •••••• 14
-WEST
35
NORTH CAROLINA STATE
FRIDAY

-:.-:-:-:--7

PROBABLE LOSERS & SCORES
PROBABLE WINNERS & SCORES
Montana
.Northe rn Arizona -.:-:-::2 8
17
u. Nebr. (Omaha) .... 14
*Northe rn Iowa
Wayne (DetrOi t) State 14
-Northe rn Michiga n ••• 2 1
American Interna tional 20
*Norwic h ••••.•• • ••••• 2 1
.PURDUE ••••••. .••.•• ,21
NOTRE DAME ........ ... 24
WASHINGTON STATE •••• 7
·OHIO STATE ........ .. 31
l •••• •••• •••• 14
Marshal
31
.
·Ohio U. . . . . . . . . . . . .
TULSA ........ ....... 7
·OKLAHOMA •..•.••. •..• 38
*Idaho •..••.•. •••••• 7
Pacific (Calif .) ••.•• 21
TEXAS A. & M••••••• • 14
·PENN STATE ........ .. 21
CORNELL ••••••.. ••••• 20
-PENNSYLVANIA ••.••.•• 21
*NORTH CAROLINA ••••• 20
PITTSBURGH •. • •.•.•••• 21
Pacific Luthera n •••• 14
*Puget Soulld •••••• . •• 24
*Holy Cross •••••••• • 13
Rhode Island .. , .•.••• 14
Bucknel l ••..• •.• ...• 14
-Rutger s ••....•• ....• 28
Olivet ........ ...... 7
21
*St . Joseph ' s (Ind . )
14
*Fresno State
San Diego State •.•••• 35
7
·Kutztow n State
21
Shippen sburg State •.•
*Centra l Connec ticut. 13
Slipper y Rock State .. 14
7
••••
Howard U. (D.C.)
*South Carolina State. 28
14
DUKE · •••••••• •••••••• 13
.SOUTH CAROLINA
North Dakota ........ 20
28
••
State
*South Dakota
North Dakota State •• 20
*South Dakota •••• .•. • 21
*Evansv ille •••••.•• • 14
S. E. Missour i ....... 28
A •.•••••• ••• 7
MINNESOT
31
*SO. CALIFORN IA ••••••
14
NORTH TEXAS STATE
-SO. METHODIST • • .• • .• 28
Prairie View A. & M•• 14
Souther n U. (La . ) .... 17
14
.•..••••
•.•••.••
ARMY
*STANFORD •.•....• •••• 28
*NORTHWESTERN ••••••• 14
SYRACUSE •• •• .. •••.. •• 31
*DELAWARE ••••••• .••• 14
TEMPLE ••....•. •••..•• 31
Texas Souther n •••••• 14
*Tennes see State ••.•• 24
*Murray State •••.••• 13
Tenness ee Tech ••.••.• 24
UTAH •.•.•.•• •.•.•••• 14
*TENNESSEE •.••••• •..• 24
IOIIA STATE •.•.•••• •• 7
*TEXAS •.•.••.. .• . .. • • 31
Bowdo in... ........ .. 7
*Trinit y (Conn . ) ..... 35
CHRISTIAN •.•• 21
.TEXAS
TULANE • • ..••...• ...•• 24
Worcest er Poly •••••• 14
21
*U . s. C. G. Academy
*WISCONSIN •••••..• •• 21
U. C. L. A . . . . . . . . . . . 24
14
.U. Texas (El Paso)
U. Nevada (L.V .) ..... 24
*Calif .--Dav1s ••.••• 13
U. Nevada (Reno) ••••• 14
.Furman •••.•... .••.• 14
U. Tenn. (Chattan ooga) 21
14
'
N. W. Louisian a
.U. Texas (Arlingt on) . 28
Susqueh anna ••...•.• • 0
*Upsala •. ........ . •.• 14
COLORADO STATE U. ... 21
*UTAH STATE ........ .. 28
THE CITADEL •••.•.•• • 14
*VANDERBILT ••..•••• •• 24
WILLIAM & MARY ••. •.• 14
*VIRGINIA TECH ••••..• 24
v. M. 1. .... ........ 14
.VIRGINI A •.....•• •.•• 24
Rose-Hu lman •.•..•.• • 7
.Wabash •••....• •....• 21
*OREGON .. ...... .. .. . 17
WASHINGTON •••..... •.• 2l
Albion ••.•••• •..•••• 7
.Waynes burg ••.• .. ..•• 28
Por tland S ta te •••••• 20
*Weber State ••...• ..• 21
Swarthm ore ••...•.. •• 7
oWes tern i'!arylan d •..• 21
Norther n Illinois ••• 14
*Wester n Hichiga n •..• 31
Tufts ..••.... .•...•• 7
*Wesley an ••....•• ••.• 14
Indiana U. (Pa . ) .... 21
*Westm inster (Pa . ) ... 28
.S. W. Louisian a •.•. 14
West Texas State • •• •• 21
Ursinus •••.•. • ..•••• 7
*Widene r ••.•... .•. , .• 35
.Hamilto n ••.•.... .•• 6
William s •..•.•• .•..•. 35
*Mariet ta •.•..••. ••• 7
Wi ttenberg •..•. , •.•.• 21
RICHMOND •...•... .••• 14
-WYOMING ••.•.••. •.••• 17
Ashland •••.••• •••..• 7
-Youngs town State •.•• 35
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER ;U, l2.22.
!:JP.TIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE
.DETROIT ........ .... 13
ATLA NTA ........ ...... 17
liEW YORK JETS ••..••• 23
*BUFFALO ••.•...• •...• 24
SEATTLE ........ ..... 13
*DENVER ........ ...... 17
*MINNESOTA •....•.. •• 10
GREE N EAY •• • , .. , • .•.• 13
-ONCINN ATI •....••. • 16
HOUSTON •. ... • .. .•...• 17
.TAMPA ••••• ... •.•.• , 13
LOS ANGELES ••.•.••• •• 16
••. •• .•.... •• 13
CHICAGO
*MIAMI ........ ......• 19
SAN DIEGO •.••.... .•• 16
*NEW ENGLAND ••.••••. • 17
.SAN FRANCISCO •••.•• 14
NEW ORLEANS . .••• .•••• 16
*KANSAS CITy ••.•.•.• 16
OAKLAND •.•..... •. ••. • 17
*NEW YORK GIANTS •••• 16
PHILADELPHIA ••.•••.• • 17
BALTIMORE ••..•••• .•• 10
-PITTSBURGH •...•••• •• 20
WASHINGTON •••••••• •• 17
-ST. LOUIS •..•...• •.• 19
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, l219.
*CLEVELAND •...•.•• .• 16
17
DALLAS •..... . ... • ••••

.::::-:-:.:.:::-I4
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plan with
BURTEK, INC.
Sept. 25, 1979 (One Day Only)

BURTEK, INC.

Tulsa, OK

Iraining and imulauo n equipment
a growing space/energy oriented company

Alex Pizza Palace
122 W. 8th Street
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NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.·2 P.M.

-SANDWICHES -SALADS -SPAGHETTI
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH

For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas
364-2669 or 364-9878
a

